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STUDIO ARTS STU OW EXH I B I T I 0 N 
13 
14 
CALENDAR 
15 
16 
1 1 
21 
Professor Kirkpatrick 
delivers the first 
Horizons lecture of 
" Process Theology." 
26 
NEMEA GREECE (UPI): 
Archaeologist found a 
coin minted by 
Alexander the Great 
(who claimed to be 
a descendent of Her-
cules). The coin dis-
covered features a pic-
ture of Alexander 
wearing the skin of 
17 
3 
the lion of Nemea. Ac-
cording to Greek leg-
end, Hercules was giv-
en ten dangerous tasks 
by the Goddess Hera. 
One was to slay the 
lion of Nemea, a beast 
with an impregnable 
hide. 
Financial Aid Office, 
overhauls Job program. 
The Student 
Employment program 
developed by Dr. 
Lockwood to 
guarantee financial aid 
recipients a campus 
work pos'tion. 
NEW YORK (UPI): A 
Jet with ninty-two 
passengers aboard is 
hijacked to Montreal. 
The bomb left in La 
Guardia goes off. One 
police officer dies in 
the blast. 
Round one of the 
Ford-Carter debates is 
over. One national 
survey found that 39 
percent thought that 
President Ford won 
the debate; 31 percent 
believed that 
SEPTEMBER 
9 
14 
Dean Tilles admits to 
overcrowded condi-
tions in dorms. Calls 
for another all-campus 
meeting. 
19 
Governor Carter was 
the victor; and 30 
percent were 
undecided. The Trinity 
College survey found 
President Ford the 
winner by a 2 to 1 
margin. 
WASHINGTON (AP) : 
Congressman Hays, 
Ohio Democrat , 
under fire for sexual 
involvement with one 
of his employees , 
Elizabeth L. Ray, 
resigned today. 
WASHINTON (AP): 
Kissinger makes a 
speech today 
describing South 
Africa 's system of 
racial segregation as 
"incompatible with 
human dignity." 
Cosponsored by WRTC 
and the Energy 
Education Committee, 
Sam Lovejoy speaks 
about the increasing 
use of nuclear power. 
The old fellow, 
his blood moves in a different, quick way. 
Moon of the chase; wide face shining down 
they go hunting together, he and his sister. 
Through the changing forests, 
the reindeer begin to slip silently south. 
17 
The old fellow shuffles his feet 
through the leaves. The earth, 
she is a woman now, sits pensive, 
running her fingers through the water 
breaking the first films of ice. 
Her face turns inward from the harvest 
moon. 
18 
1 
IRELAND: (UPI) Gar-
rett Fitzgerald, Ire-
land 's Minister for For-
eign Affairs states that 
the IRA's activities are 
retarding peace. 
1 1 
26 
WASHINGTON: Swine 
Flu program is halted 
in nine States as three 
die in Pittsburg after 
receiving shots. 
WASHINGTON : Presi -
dent Ford reprimands 
Secretary of Agricul-
ture Earl L. Butz for his 
blatantly racist and ob-
scene descriptions of 
what American Blacks 
aspire to in life. Mr. 
Butz publically apolo-
gized. 
WASHINGTON: Presi-
dential Candidate Jim-
my Carter is inter-
viewed in a feature ar-
ticle by Playboy Maga-
zine. Creates a nation-
al stir. 
1 7 
22 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
BEGINS. Second Presi-
dential debate. 
27 
3 
13 
Eldridge Cleaver 
speaks at Trinity. 
OCTOBER 
9 
14 
Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. , 
Republican candidate 
for the United States 
Senate, speaks at Trini -
ty. 
Professor Kassow gives" 
Mellon Lecture en-
titled, " Marx and the ~ Nineteenth Century." 
I I .,,~-----=:.1 
24 
29 
WASHINGTON : Su-
preme Court ends 
death penalty ban in 
cases of murder. 
NEW YORK: (UPI) 
Changes in the Mafia 
are expected as a re-
sult of Carlo Gam-
bino's death. It is re -
ported that New 
York's five families are 
likely to invite more 
members and expand 
.their operations. 
15 
20 
California becomes the 
first state in the Union 
to grant terminally ill 
patients " the right to 
die" with the passage 
of the living will. 
25 
Trinity rejects Swine 
Flu shots on the advice 
of Dr. Izard. 
19 
... 
20 
In their next to the last 
game of an already 
successful season, 
Trinity defeated 
Amherst as a huge 
homecoming crowd 
cheered. 
1 1 
16 
Bloodmobile makes its 
semi-annual visit to 
campus. 
26 
2 
Jimmy Carter wins 
Presidential Election. 
OP.mocrats retain 
Congress. 
12 
Trivia conducts contest 
in Mather. 
22 
3 
8 
U .S. continues to 
support Black majority 
rule in Africa. 
South African minister 
).B. Shearar is brought 
18 
)ay and Lynn Ungar 
give Folk concert. 
NOVEMBER 
Trinity celebrates 
Homecoming Week-
end to the music of a 
kazoo band and the 
sound of cannons . 
Three alumni made a 
spectacular entrance at 
half-time by parachute 
to the delight of 
spectators. 
to speak to McCook 
Auditorium by the 
World Affairs Center 
of Hartford. The talk 
stirs protest from a 
small group of 
students and sparks 
controversy on campus 
as to its purpose. 
19 
24 
Thanksgiving vacation 
begins and the campus 
empties quickly for a 
long weekend. 
29 
CLASSES RESUME 
15 
The Trin1ty Water polo 
team places 4th in the 
Eastern Championship 
Tournament. 
20 
I 
The Trimbrel Madrigal 
Consort open their 
golden throats for a 
performance. 
25 
30 
George Plimpton 
speaks to a large 
crowd for the Clement 
Lecture. 
The old fellow follows mountain goats 
up into the mountains; not thinking. 
He loses himself as the rivers freeze. 
The moon rises with a cloak of hear frost. 
She wraps the frost around her 
and is gathered in. 
21 
He hollows a drum from an oak. 
It is time for the drum. 
He has found his way back too late. 
To the measured, hollow boom 
all things that freeze become covered 
with ice. He parts the brush alone 
moving north towards the high country. 
22 
DECEMBER 
1 
Two Trinity students 
held up while return-
ing from ABC pizza 
Thirty dollars and 
meatball grinder tak-
en. 
16 
21 
2 
7 
PLAINS GA. : Billy Car-
ter lost in mayoral 
race, blames anti-
drinking vote. 
12 
22 
NANTUCKET : Argo 
Merchant splits up at 
sea leaving a sixty mile 
oil slick. 
3 
BUFFALO: Snow emer-
gency declared after 
three feet of snowfall 
in that many days. 
8 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES 
13 
FINALS BEGIN 
28 
• 
9 
14 
WASHINGTON: The 
Supreme Court, splitt-
ing 4-5, vacated to stay 
against the execution 
of Gary Gilmore. 
BALTIMORE: A light 
plane crashed into the 
upper deck of Balti -
more Memorial Sta-
dium fifteen minutes 
after Colt-Steeler play-
off game. 
29 
10 
READING DAYS 
CHRISTMAS 
30 
23 
24 
1 
New Years Day 
6 
Coffee prices continue 
to rise, to four dollars 
a pound. 
21 
President Carter 
pardons Vietnam draft 
evaders. 
2 
A record cold winter 
in the eastern two-
thirds of the country 
drives people indoors 
and creates an even 
greater demand for 
scarce fuel. 
17 
Gary Gilmore is 
executed in Utah. He 
is the first person to 
be executed in the 
United States since 
1967. 
3 
Dr. Clarence Barber, 
the Chairman of the 
Music Department , 
dies in Winter Park, 
Florida. 
18 
23 
" Roots" takes the 
country by storm. 
28 
JANUARY 
9 
Jacqueline Means is 
ordained as the first 
officially recognized 
woman priest. 
14 
19 
Classes Begin 
24 
29 
The M.I.T. Shakespeare 
Ensemble presents 
"The Taming of the 
Shrew" at Austin Arts 
Center. 
15 
The Corner Tap 
undergoes renovation 
and opens a new back 
room. 
20 
James Earl Carter is 
inaugurated as the 
thirty-ninth President 
of the United States. 
30 
Walter Storm was a dancing man; 
above the Connecticut River for years he 
danced as Spring came and went, 
as all the dancing stars called down to him 
in their seasons. And the land was his lady; 
as she moved through her seasons. 
Now, he is slower to find joy 
and bitter as the cold, 
and the cold of the cities, moves closer. 
The old fellow watches 
spreads the brush to cast the wind forth 
from his hollow on some hidden mountain. 
A last goose calls soft reproaches 
as it goes south beneath the moon. 
February 
The old fellow is older brother 
to this land. 
The ice moon softens a bit. 
His eyes soften a bit at his tiny 
sister, still hidden. He rubs thin, 
cracked hands in the starlight 
looking for warmth . 
76 
16 
Ugandan President ldi 
Amin has Anglican 
Arch-Bishop janani lu-
waum and two others 
shot. 
26 
The Real Inspector 
Hound, a play by Tom 
Stoppard, is presented 
at the Goodwin 
Theatre. 
2 
7 
larry Flynt, Publisher 
of Hustler magazine, is 
given a seven to 
twenty-five years sen-
tence for violating 
pornography laws. 
12 
Open Period Begins 
17 
3 
Dr. Edwin 0 . Reish-
chauer delivers the 
Mead lecture in the 
Goodwin Theatre. 
8 
John C. Eccles, a Nobel 
Pr ize laureate in Phys-
iology and Medicine, 
delivers a lecture on 
" The Brain and Memo-
ry." 
13 
23 
While the East shivers 
in one of its worst 
cold spells, the Far 
West suffers through a 
drought. 
FEBRUARY 
9 
14 
St. Valentine's Day 
29 
10 
NOTHING HAPPENED 
25 
The Iron Pony Pub 
opens. 
30 
27 
28 
1 
16 
WASHINGTON: More 
than one-hundred 
hostages are held in 
terror in B'nai B' rith 
Building in 
Washington, by a 
26 
2 
UGANDA: Uganda's 
President ldi Amin 
dropped his demands 
that all Americans in 
the country remain 
there until they meet 
WASHINGTON: Vladi-
mir I. Bukovsky, the 
outspoken Soviet 
dissident , met 
President Carter at the 
White House and 
heard the President 
call his 
WASHINGTON : The 
public responded 
vehemently against 
the Food and Drug 
Administration's an-
nouncement that it 
would ban saccharin, 
which the agency said 
is believed to be a 
cancer causing agent . 
17 
handful of Hanafi 
Moslem Gunmen. 
Police strategy 
appeared to be to wait 
the gunmen out. 
22 
27 
SPRING VACATION 
ENDS 
3 
with him. The Carter 
Administration said 
that it was satisfied 
with its handling of its 
first international 
crisis. 
Administration's com-
mitment to human 
rights permanent , 
adding that he did not 
plan to be timid in his 
public statements and 
positions. 
13 
The British and 
American Studies 
communicated today 
in a Report prepared 
for the Population 
Council , that 
contraceptive pills are 
MARCH 
Ms. Kathy Frederick, 
Assistant to President 
Lockwood and one of 
eighteen members of 
the President 's Special 
Council of Women, 
spoke on the functions 
of the co unc il. 
SPRING VACATION 
BEGINS 
24 
riskier for women over 
thirty who smoke 
heavily . For non-
smokers of any age it 
does not present an 
unreasonable risk. 
20 
30 
t{ichard Mart speaks in 
the Austin Arts Center 
on, " The Art Historian 
as Critic: New Art in 
Historical Context. " 
He sidles down off the side of his mountain 
to the flatlands. He is lonely, 
disgruntled. 
He looses his ill -humor on the earth. 
A frustrated, thin man with sharp face 
he stands ranting. 
The earth hears him out 
then moves along. 
29 
He walks on rivers 
and the ice begins to break. 
His heart, too, breaks. 
From sorrow 
comes the seeds for joy, he thinks. 
The geese return and write hellos 
to him, on the sky. 
30 
1 
APRIL FOOLS 
6 
1 l 
16 
WASHINGTON: Carter 
abandons his proposal 
for a fifty dollar tax 
rebate , the house 
follows suit and drops 
the bill. 
21 
26 
El Grande de Coca 
Cola at the pub. 
2 
Vernon Street 
sidewalks declared 
substandard . 
7 
All college meeting on 
the position of women 
held in Wean Lounge 
22 
Valentine play in the 
Washington room to 
open Spring Weekend. 
3 
ISRAEL: Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin resigns 
as candidate for the 
ruling labor party in 
new elections because 
of illegal bank 
accounts held by his 
wife in the U.S. 
28 
Housing selection 
night. 
14 
19 
24 
Spring Weekend 
activities rained out, 
outdoor concert 
moved in. 
APRIL 
5 
ATLANTA: Sixty six 
people die in airplane 
crash thirty five miles 
from the city. 
10 
BOSTON: Coast Guard 
seizes Soviet fishing 
trawler for violating 
new two hundred mile 
fishing zone. 
15 
Bonfire on quad 
ignites uproar. 
30 
Outdoor activities of 
Spring Weekend, 
Rescheduled from last 
week. Johnson I Car-
ter go-cart wins race 
down Vernon Street. 
31 
32 
MAYDAY IS PLAYDAY 
AT BUSHNELL PARK 
The twenty-eighth 
annual Honors Day 
ceremonies were held 
in the College Chapel 
today. Ninety-six 
Trinity Students were 
presented with 
academic prizes and 
honors. 
A Women's 
Symposium entitled 
"Women in Religion", 
co-sponsored by Hillel 
and Trinity Women's 
Organization , dis-
cussed the role of 
NEW YORK: In protest 
of the landing of the 
supersonic Concorde 
at Kennedy airport in 
New York, citizens 
groups parked their 
hundreds of cars and 
SENIOR DINNER AND 
BALL 
The first of the 
interviews with former 
President Nixon was 
aired today. " I screwed 
up terribly . .. I let the 
American people 
down", A misty eyed 
12 
17 
women in vario.us 
traditions and the 
progress women have 
made in the religious 
institutions in the past 
decade. 
22 
left them on the 
freeways , tying up 
traffic for miles. About 
SOO,<XXJ New Yorkers 
are affected by jet 
noise at Kennedy. 
Nixon told his 
interviewer, David 
Frost . Yet , he 
continued to maintain 
his innocence of any 
indictable or 
impeachable offense. 
CALIFORNIA: Three-
hundred Northern 
California followers of 
Reverend Sun Myung 
Moon are so fearful of 
being " kidnapped " 
and " deprogrammed" 
by their own parents 
13 
WASHINGTON: Presi -
dent Carter delivered 
his speech on his 
energy policy on 
national television 
today. 
28 
SENIOR RECEPTION 
Dr. Bernard Know, 
director of the 
Washington D .C. 
Center of Hellenic 
Studies, delivered the 
Phi Beta Kappa lecture 
entitled, " Myth and 
Attic Tragedy." The 
that they have signed 
retainer agreements 
with Oakland lawyer 
Ralph Baker asking 
him to come to their 
legal aid if their 
parents attempt to 
take them away. 
19 
WASHINGTON: Presi -
dent Carter signed an 
agreement with the 
Russians today, in the 
first of a series of 
disarmament talks. The 
MAY 
lecture was followed 
by the initiation of 
thirteen Trinity 
students into the 
Connecticut Beta 
Chapter of Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
WASHINGTON: John 
Ehrlichman and H.R. 
Haldeman were 
denied a retrial by the 
Supreme Court today. 
Each faces his original 
sentence. 
15 
20 
agreement stated that 
no future war would 
include weather 
control as a means of 
combat. 
25 
The old fellow hunts early 
for huckleberries. 
Spring brings impatience. 
The moon blooms in the sky 
and earth splits open. 
Down by the sea, the young seals 
take to the water. 
33 
34 
SENIORS 
George D. Adrian Lisa j . Alberti William Amory 
Gail P. Andrews Richard j. Annulli jane Annunziata james H. Arnold 
36 
louis J. Aronne Paul A. Backofen Nancy J. Barber Thomas J. Barker 
Charles l. Bathke Sophie B. Bell 
37 
Mara L. Bentman Hillary R. Bercovici 
joan I. Berger Peter J. Bergold 
Stephen Berkowitz Stephen R. Bernstein 
38 
Donald S. Berry Marion ). Bevans Daniel) . Bial Geoffrey Bingham 
William E. Bond 
Ernest R. Bourassa )ames Bradt Peter G. Braman Mary E. Breault 
3\) 
judith C. Brillman 
Anne E. Broadus 
Robert K. Brogadir John M . Brucato Susan B. Budnick Robert C. Buffum, jr. 
40 
Richard M. Burdge Gregory M . Burns Paul D. Cameron Cynthia L. Carlson 
I 
-" 
Ed-.yard L. Carpenter, II Michael Carter Barbara W . Castle 
41 
Robert D. Cedarbaum Cheryl L. Champy James S. Chapin 
Michael C. Cheney John G. Childers Anthony Ciccaglione Candace A. Clark 
42 
William K. Clark Jeanne A. Closson Barbara J. Cooperman 
David N. Coratti Stephen E. Corso 
Paul M . Creamer Susan B. Curtis 
43 
Donald J. Daigneau Steven A. Dash Mary C. Desmond Angelee Diana 
E. Michael Diefenbach 
Paul J. DiMauro 
44 
Meredith H. Dixon Digna M . Dacal Brian j . Donnell 
Elizabeth L. Doolittle Richard M . Dubiel Peter W . Duke Suzanne R. Durfee 
45 
Richard 5. Elliott Jill 5. Epstein Alexandra W. Erickson joyce E. Erickson 
Josephine C. Failla Gian F. Fantacci 
46 
Jeffrey N. Farber Douglas J. Fauser PeterS. Feinman 
Margaret L. Felton William L. Ferguson Lloyd L. Fidao, Jr. Daniel J. Filer 
47 
Deborah A. Flower Stephen A. Forsling Lewis E. Fountain 
Eric A. Fowler Mary S. Freeman 
Andrew H. ~riedman Robert) . Friedman 
48 
Will iam F. Gadsden Stephen H. Garner Ill Howard L. Garrel 
Mark C. Gerchman 
Mark C. Gersz Timothy M. Ghriskey John T. Gianis Edith L. Gibbons 
49 
Reginald A. Gibson John C. Gillespie Raquel A. Gimenez 
Lawrence R. Glassman Sharon R. Gogan Bruce W. Goldberg Lawrence J. Golden 
50 
Kenneth N. Goldenberg Sarah j . Gordon Donald F. Grabowski Patricia A. Grandjean 
Laurie J. Grauel james W. Graves 
Robert S. Greenawalt 
51 
David I. Greenspan John I. Griglun Kenneth D. Grillo M . Ramsay Gross 
john j. Grous 
Francis A. Grubelich Gregory Hagan Margo L. Halle 
52 
Christopher K. Hanna Alexander N. Harvey 
Barbara E. Hayden Nancy S. Hayim 
Maureen C. Healy Patrick M . Heffernan Alyson B. Henning 
53 
Mark Henrickson Blair A. Heppe Thomas P. Heslin 
Stacie P. Hewit Robert F. Hilgendorff 
Frank A. Holmes jeanne L. Hom 
54 
William D. Horn Lisa A. Hughes Daniel L. ladonisi 
Paul W. Ingle Yutaka lshizaka jason j. jacobson David Pierre jancarski 
55 
George W . Jenson Christopher A. Jepson. A. julian johnson Wendy M . Johnston 
Frank V. judson Alan J. Juliano Robin A. Kahn Martin E. Kanoff 
56 
Deborah H. Kaye Steven M . Kayman 
John P. Kendall Beatrice L. Kernan Gary R. Kevorkian 
57 
Timothy R. Kirschner John H. Kitchen 
Joseph H. Kluger Corliss A. Konwiser 
Marian Kuhn Mark R. Kupferberg Roger R. LaCharite 
58 
Elizabeth A. Lane raft John C. Laporte Honor Lassalle Diana L. Lee 
Claudia Leslie Michael Leverone Anne M . Levine 
59 
Ross A. Lewin Belunda L. Lewis Thomas B. Lines Stuart S. Lovejoy 
Richard G. Lupton Eric S. Luskin Gwynne MacColl 
60 
Michael M. Mackey 
Megan E. Maguire 
John D. Mahder Meredith G. Mainhardt Linda Mallon Jeffery L. Mandler 
61 
Karen L. Mapp David N. Marks Tucker I. Marr 
Ellen 5. Marshall 
Paul L. Martha )r. Anthony Mazzarella Brian P. McFadzen Douglas M. McGarrah 
62 
)ames M. McGrath Valerie M. McKee john A. McKenna )r. 
Richard W . Meier jeffrey S. Meltzer 
Robert C. Meyer DonaldS. Miller 
63 
julianne Miller Lisa Mindnich Cynthia S. Mohr 
Mark S. Moore Scott A. Morris 
64 
Bennet Mortell james M . Moskow David). Murphy Mary A. Nelson 
Kay L. Newburger John E. Niekrash Nancy 5. Nies Martin T. Nweeia 
65 
Deirdre O'Brien Merrill M. O 'Brien Clement R. Ogilby Robert D. O'Leary 
Michael D. O 'Neal Michael A. Osur Andy Paalborg 
66 
Paul J. Pantano, Jr. Laurence M. Papel 
Jane L. Papps Marc A. Pearlin 
Randall G. Pearson Susan E. Penn William R. Peterson 
67 
Katherine R. Philson )ames E. Plagenhoef Alan H. Plough 
Carol M . Plough Robert M . Pollak Charles A. Poole Richard M. Porton 
68 
Clifford L. Posman 
Matthew Quigley 
Paul M. Reinhardt Henry C. Riely Philip D. Riley Thomas A. Rockenfeld 
Theodore C. Roman 
Robert Rovezzi Luz E. Ruiz Figueroa 
70 
David A. Rosen 
Gregory J. Sacca 
YORk 
CITY 
Mark Rosolowsky 
Paula L. Sahakian 
Mitchel D. Sandborn Virginia L. Sanchez Jeffrey R. Sands Jack J. Santos 
David John Scharff Roger I. Schreck 
7 1 
Conrad 0 . Seifert john M . Shannon 
Francis M . Shea II Craig j . Shields Ill 
William N. Shoff jeffrey S. Siegel 
72 
Michael D. Siegel Gale P. Simon Michael P. Sjogren Deborah J. Smith 
Harriet F. Smith 
Margaret K. Sm ith Sandra Smith Richard T. Sokolov 
73 
Charles E. Spicer 
Mark S. Stern 
Walter L. Stewart Peter A. Stisser Allison G. Stoddard Marv. Helene Stodolink 
74 
Mark D. Strickland Philip W . Studwell Stephen 0 . Stueck Stephen M. Sunega 
Peter M. Switchenko Andrew A. Tamoney David L. Teichmann 
75 
Daniel C. Teller Samuel W . M . Thayer Roderick M . Thompson 
David D. Tibbals Carl G. Torrey Jr. C. Bowdoin Train Anthony J. Trivella 
76 
Emily N. Twaddell Elizabeth K. Tyson Richard P. Uluski 
Eddie Valentin Peter B. Van Syckle 
Yvette Vartanian Louis Vassallo 
77 
john N. Vecchio Rienhard P. Viehoff Pamela A. Waleryszak Richard C. Walton 
Alexander R. Weedon 
Amy 5. Weinrib 
78 
Paul B. Wendler Mary A. Wertheim David G. Weselcouch 
Tracy M. Wilson 
Bruce A. Wessel Priscilla B. Williams Deborah L. Wilson Edmund R. Wilson 
79 
Kim E. Winnard Jeanette M . Witter Steven Wolf 
David L. Wolf Nancy L. Wolfson 
Peter C. Wolk Melodye A. Wood 
80 
Michael K. Wyman Charles K Yaros Gary H. Zabel Michael A. Zampaglione 
Claudia M . Zanger 
Charles R. Zelinger Arthur H. Ziev john T. Ziewacz Marla I. Zimmers 
81 
82 
GRADUATION 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 



91 
92 
ADMINISTRATION 
FACULTY 
Thomas A. Smith, Vice President 
Edwin P. Nye, Dean of the Faculty james Ronald Spencer, Dean of Studies 
94 
Theodore Davidge Lockwood, President 
Robert A. Pedemonti , Treasurer and Comptroller David Winer, Dean of Students 
95 
96 
Elinor Tilles, Director of College Resi-
dences 
Thomas D. Lips, Director of Institutional Affairs 
judson M. Rees, Director of the Development Office Ralph L. Maddry, Registrar 
Mohamed] . jibrell, Assistant Dean of Students 
JohnS. Waggett, Assistant Dean of the Faculty 
97 
Left to Right: Peter Knapp, Reference Librarian and Archivist; Prudence Hinckley, Circulation Assistant; Janet 
Valeski , Assistant Reference Librarian; Cheryl Martin, Documents Librarian; Ralph Emerick, Librarian; Alice 
Haynes, Circulation Librarian; Margaret Sax, Assistant Curator of The Watinson; Marian Clarke, Curator of The 
Watinson Library; George Graf, Assistant Reference Librarian; Rebecca Wondriska, Circulation. 
W . Howie Muir, Director of Admissions; Donna Irish, Assistant 
Director; Susan Haberlandt, Larry Dow; Associate Directors 
98 
M. David Lee, Director of Student Services 
John Taylor, Director of the Financial Aid Office Kristina Dow, Assistant Director of Financial Aid Office 
Ivan Backer, Director of Graduate Studies and Community Education. 
99 
jean King, Assistant Director of 
Career Counselling 
100 
Alfred Garofolo, Director of Security 
Christopher Shinkman, Director of Career Counselling 
Riel S. Crandall , Director of Buildings and Grounds 
james K. Blake, Director of News and Public Rela-
t ions 
John Monaccio, Director of Audio Visual 
Gerald j. Hanson, Director of Alumni and External Relations 
101 
BIOLOGY 
J. Emmett Simmons 
Frank M . Child Donald B. Galbraith 
102 
Richard B. Crawford James M. VanStone 
Craig W . Schneider Robert H. Brewer 
103 
CHEMISTRY 
Henry A. DePhillips 
James K. Heeren 
Ralph 0 . Moyer 
104 
Robert H. Smellie Edward Bobko 
Paul M. Kuznesof 
105 
james R. Bradley 
CLASSICS 
Anne M. Zartarian 
106 
John C. Williams 
Anthony D. Macro 
107 
DANCE 
Shulamit V. Saltzman 
Judy Dworin 
108 
Carter McAdams 
Connie Kreemer 
109 
ECONOMICS 
LeRoy Dunn Robert A. Battis 
110 
Andrew j. Gold 
Ward S. Curran 
111 
Francis J. Egan 
Leonard L. Tsumba 
112 
Diane C. Zannoni 
Charles W . Lindsey Ill 
113 
EDUCATION 
Charles B. Schultz 
Mona Rabineau 
11 4 
LeBaron C. Moseby 
Steven L. Christopherson 
'115 
ENGINEERING 
William E. Bonnice August E. Sapega 
David E. Woodard Theodore R. Blakeslee 
116 
David Ahlgren Edwin P. Nye 
Joseph D. Bronzino 
11 7 
ENGLISH 
Stephen Minot Paul Smith 
John A. Dando 
118 
James A. Miller 
John Bard McNulty Hugh S. Ogden 
119 
Lennard ). Davis james H. Wheatley 
Dianne Hunter 
120 
Dirk Kuyk C. Brent Harold 
james L. Potter Milia B. Riggio 
121 
122 
FINE 
ARTS 
Thomas P. Baird 
Michael R.T. Mahoney 
judith Rohrer 
Robert A. Cale George E. Chaplin 
Stephen Wood 
123 
HISTORY 
H. McKim Steele, Jr. Norton Downs 
Samuel D. Kassow George B. Cooper 
124 
james R. Spencer 
Glenn Weaver Eugene W . Davis 
125 
Carolyn Anderson Eugene Leach 
Philip C. Bankwitz 
Thomas Champ 
126 
John Chatfield Borden W . Painter 
Michael E. Lestz 
james West Edward Sloan 
127 
MATHEMATICS 
Walter j . Klimczak 
Emmet F. Whttlesey 
128 
Robert C. Stewart 
David A. Robbins 
129 
Marjorie V. Butcher 
Ralph E. Walde 
130 
William E. Bonnice 
David L. Reiner 
Mario) . Poliferno 
131 
132 
MODERN 
LANGUAGES 
Michael R. Campo 
Gustave W . Andrian 
Gerald Kamber 
Sonia Lee 
" 
Donald D. Hook 
133 
Andrea Bianchini 
Carl V. Hansen 
134 
Dori Katz 
Michael j. Pretina Arnold L. Kerson 
135 
CLARENCE HOWARD BARBER 
jonathan Reilly 
136 
MUSIC 
Peter Armstrong 
Susan McClary 
137 
Richard T. Lee William Puka 
W. Miller Brown 
138 
PHILOSOPHY 
Drew A. Hyland 
Tamar Rudavsky Howard Delong 
139 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
Norman Graf 
Jane A. Millspaugh Robert E. Shults 
140 
Karl Kurth )r. Roy A. Oath 
Donald G. Miller Robert D. Slaughter 
141 
Chester H. McPhee Richard Hazelton 
Robin Sheppard Leo Hamel 
142 
Michael R. Darr William Shults William Harman Jr. 
George Sutherland Gail Andrews 
143 
PHYSICS 
Henry N. Hanson Brooke Gregory 
Albert J. Howard 
144 
Robert Lindsay 
Harvey S. Picker 
Charles R. Miller 
145 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Rex C. Neaverson Clyde D. McKee 
Samuel Hendel Ranbir Vohra 
'146 
Gary C. Jacobson Thomas A. Reilly 
Albert L. Gastmann 
147 
PSYCHOLOGY 
George W . Doten George C. Higgins, Jr. 
Nancy Kirkland Randolph M . Lee 
148 
Andrew Baum 
William M. Mace 
David Winer 
Karl F. Haberlandt Alan M . Fink 
149 
RELIGION 
Larry A. Fader 
j 
john A. Gettier 
150 
Alan C. Tull Frank G. Kirkpatrick 
Edmond L. Cherbonnier Theodor M . Mauch 
151 
SOCIOLOGY 
john D . Brewer 
Norman Miller 
152 
Noreen Channels 
Michael Paul Sacks 
153 
THEATER ARTS 
Roger D. Shoemaker 
154 
George E. Nichols 
john H. Woolley 
• • • 
••• 
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TUESDAY NIGHT LECTURE SERIES 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
156 
THE EXPERIMENTAL HORIZONS PROGRAM consists of a series of le ctures given by 
faculty members from twenty-one different academic departments and programs at Trinity . 
Lectures will de.al with important current and emerging ideas in the various disciplines. 
Students may participate in the Program by signing in at any twelve of the le ctures and 
submitting a critique of the Program to the Coordinator (Professor McNulty) on or before 
April 29, 1977. Participants will receive one -half co ur se credit. For this Program, 
registration with the Registrar's Office is not required. 
Schedule of Talks • 1n Horizons Program: 
DATE 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 28 
Oct. 5 
Oct. 12 
Oct. 19 
Oct. 26 
Nov. 2 
Nov . 9 
Nov . 16 
Nov. 23 
Nov. 30 
Jan. 25 
Feb. 
Feb . 8 
Feb . 22 
Mar. 
Mar. 8 
Mar. 29 
Apr. 5 
Apr. 12 
Apr. 19 
PROFESSOR 
Kirkpatrick 
(Religion) 
Sacks 
(Sociology) 
Bronzino 
(Engineering) 
Sloan 
(Am. Studies) 
Dworin 
(Dan ce) 
Williams 
(Classics) 
DePhillips 
(Chemistry) 
Barber 
(Music) 
Schultz 
(Edu cation) 
Mace 
(Psychology) 
Hunter 
(Eng lish ) 
Shoemaker 
(Theatre) 
Egan 
(Economics) 
Kas sow 
(History) 
Campo 
(Comp. Lit.) 
Lee 
(Philosophy) 
Hendel 
(Pol. Science) 
Cale 
( Fine Arts) 
Stewart 
(Math.) 
Child 
(Biology) 
Gold 
( U. & E.) 
8:00 p.m. 
TOPIC 
Beyond the God Beyond Gods New 
Views on Divine Tran scendence 
Sexual Equality in Soviet Russia 
PLACE 
McCook 
McCook 
The Do c tor's Black Bag Revisited: The New McCook 
Techniques in Medicine 
Marcus Whitman as Martyr: The Use and McCook 
Abuse of An American Hero Myth 
Dance Improvisation: Are You Dancing Washington Rm. 
Without Knowing It? 
Who Should Listen to a Poet, and Why ? McCook 
Cons umer Power: The Promises and McCook 
Threats of Chemistry 
Are Modern Composers Revolting ? Goodwin Theatre 
Evaluating Teachers: Fads, Facts, Fetishes McCook 
and Phobias 
Seeing a Person's Age: A Change of Face 
in Perceptual Theory 
What is English ? 
A Statue of Snow: The Theatrical Medium 
The Limits of E conomic Growth 
What 's New in the Study of History ? 
Widening Horizons in Literary Study: 
C omparative Literature - Its History, 
Method & C urrent Applications 
Philosophy and Ethics: The Nature of 
Moral Obligation 
What We Definitely Know About the Soviet 
Union, and How We Know It 
The Idea of the Image: Contemporary 
Printmaking as Visual Communication 
Pattern and Structure: A Mathematician's 
Eye Looks at Some Grqup Pictures 
The Biology of Change: The Shaping of 
Heredity and Development 
Changing Neighborhoods and School Busing 
McCook 
McCook 
Goodwin Theatre 
McCook 
Mc Cook 
McCook 
McCook 
McCook 
McCook 
McCook 
Mc Co ok 
Mc Cook 
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TWO 
VIEWS OF 
TRINITY 
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There are no ivory towers in the world . 
Trinity College has always had a close associ-
ation with the Hartford community. At one time, 
half of our students were commuters; today we 
are primarily a residential college. By necessity 
that means we have to reach out. We are rightly 
concerned that towngrown relations remain 
strong, and that the neighborhood benefits from 
our presence in Hartford just as we benefit from 
being here. I am particularly encouraged that stu-
dent groups like the Trinity Community Action 
Center have joined faculty and others in this 
effort to increase our role in the immediate com-
munity. 
Trinity College must also reach out to the w ider 
role. Ultimately the community with which we all 
must be concerned includes the nations and their 
peoples. Our ability to understand that wider 
world has become so important that we should 
seek new ways to meet the challer:1ge. I have long 
felt that Trinity, like most colleges, has not re-
sponded as vigorously as it should. Somehow 
sensitivity to the communities within the global 
village must be a part of our undergraduate ex-
perience. It is so easy for issues near at hand to 
preempt our attention. 
Opportunities for study abroad help; courses 
about Russia, Africa and the Far East are impor-
tant; mastery of a foreign language brings a singu-
lar understanding of another culture. Despite the 
criticism often levelled at them, the Peace Corps, 
VISTA, and the teacher corps have given thou-
sands of Americans the opportunity to live among 
and learn from people whose origins and ex-
periences differ from their own. We should also 
increase internships and the study of public poli-
cy. 
Though interdependence between nations is 
not a novel concept, the new awareness of the 
finitude of the world 's resources will necessitate 
closer relationships among nations. The Western 
world finds itself dependent on the Middle East 
for fossil fuel; the less developed nations look to 
us for scientific and technological assistance. It 
will indeed be fortunate if our recognition of the 
"limits of growth" has the consequence of bring-
ing people of the world closer together. 
Our task is clear: to move beyond the parochial 
views to world interdependence. For education 
that means not only reflecting on yesterday but 
also illuminating tomorrow. 
Theodore D. Lockwood 
Trinity teaches deception. The institution is 
bogus. Here, a liberal arts education becomes an 
exercise in mystification. Instead of clarifying a 
student's relation to the surrounding world, this 
college instructs individuals in the fine art of 
hiding from it. This is not to say that one is taught 
lies as opposed to truth, but that Trinity fails to 
admit that truth exists. 
Is there a truth? Are these truths a set of facts? 
Is it possible that truths can not be proven? Do 
students want to learn these truths even though 
they might not conform to logic? Are students 
able to write well enough to absorb the meaning 
of these truths? Will the teaching of truths (or 
truth) help a student get into business school? If 
we teach truths, will the alumni still give money? 
The questions continue ad nauseam. They are 
asked each year by administrators and faculty. 
Then, students learn the trick and begin to ask 
them too. While Trinity plays a significant role in 
society, students are too busy asking meaningless 
questions. The issues that shape the way in which 
people live are kept outside of the college gates. 
This is not to say that people are ignorant or 
uninformed. This does not refute the fact that 
many students are involved in the community. 
Yet, keeping informed and maintain community 
involvement skirt the major question - which is: 
What does a Trinity education mean in 1977? 
To most graduates, the education becomes a 
meal ticket. An entrance to the land of affluence. 
The home of suburbia and the land of station 
wagons. To a few others, it means an introduction 
to the American political scene. Working in gov-
ernment, one can become the typical policy 
maker - a bureaucrat. For several, it is the begin-
ning of a lifetime of study and teaching, if one 
can ever find a job after a Ph.D. Then, one has to 
hold on to it. One, maybe two, students will just 
work and try to forget about Trinity. To them, the 
four years mean nothing other than bad memo-
ries. 
So goes the Class of 1977. Without really assess-
ing the situation, we live never having to answer 
the question. As everyone does at this college, we 
learn how to get by and remain unscathed. This is 
the first aspect of deception; one can slide by and 
not get hurt. 
Unfortunately, the world in 1977 will not allow 
that anymore. The scarcity of resources and the 
just demands of oppressed people will not let 
Americans slide. Trinity graduates may hurt for 
awhile. They might lose a job because they are 
white. They will feel uncomfortable in certain 
publ ic places because poor people will force 
them to account for themselves. Somebody may 
hit them in the nose just because they went to 
Trinity. 
This is the world in 1977. To the overwhelming 
majority of people, Trinity College is, by 
definition, an enemy. There is no need for ex-
planation . The ethics of right and wrong do not 
apply. Trinity, and the world it represents, is no 
longer on the top. 
Yet, the college believes that the world has not 
changed. The belief of a majority of adminis-
trators, students, faculty, and trustees is that a 
Trinity education has value. This position is a lie. 
A Trinity liberal arts education avoids anything 
that may help a student. For such an education 
bases itself on a world view that presupposes 
domination of the globe. 
Such is the sociology of the deception . It lies in 
a need to conquer ignorance with fact and/or set 
theories of organizing the surrounding conditions. 
When faced with an inexplicable or unfavorable 
situation, students are taught to investigate. Ac-
cording to the methods taught at Trinity, any 
problem can be solved if one is concerned about 
it and studies it long enough. Whenever a situ-
ation demands a response, there is a proper and 
improper mode of behavior. To choose the prop-
er, one has to know the facts and make an 
intelligent decision. Again, Trinity deceives. 
This does not suggest that individuals should 
merely react and not think about the problems 
facing them. Rather, it suggests that Trinity teach-
es students how to meet the need of always 
finding an answer. Instead of letting a question 
linger, Trinity teachers, students, administrators, 
and trustees jump on it and search for an answer 
that will not threaten their interest. Thus, no one 
has to face uncertainty. Everything and everybody 
has an assigned place. Whether this place is the 
right place or whether this place should exist does 
not matter, the important aspect is that everybody 
knows where they belong and stays there. 
An order can not maintain itself. People must 
participate. At Trinity, we all do. Whatever our 
individual ideologies or beliefs happen to be, we 
all serve the Trinity deception to some extent. The 
very fact that we went to Trinity is significant. It 
indicates that we, as individuals and as a group, 
can operate under certain conditions. By attend-
ing Trinity, we have admitted that we are able to 
function despite this deception. 
This is true. At Trinity, one functions. Education 
is business. Time is money. Information is power. 
Independent thought becomes inefficient. It does 
not meet any institutional need. As expected, the 
human need for such thought remains ignored. 
Fredrick Hornung 
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SPORTS . 
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In its first year as a varsity sport, the 
Trinity Women's Crew gave a perform-
ance befitting this recognition . Boast-
ing a group of 27 women, the team 
displayed the spirit, hard work and 
dedication of a winning crew. 
Under the excellent coaching of Lisa 
Learned '76 and David Greenspan '77, 
the women began their season with 
double session land training three days 
before the official start of school. 
Within a week three boats were out on 
the water. Despite the inexperience of 
a majority of the oarswomen, the boats 
progressed substantially. 
By the first race against Mount Ho-
lyoke, the boats were sufficiently 
geared in the rigors of style and power 
to defeat the women of Massachusetts 
in the JV and Novice races. 
The Goodwin Cup races of October 
3, against Marist College, maintained 
Trinity's status of defending champion 
when the varsity boat soundly de-
feated the Marist opposition. The JV 
and Novice boats made the day a 
clean sweep. The following weekend 
held a full schedule; Saturday, the Na-
tional Invitational Women's Regatta in 
Holyoke, followed on Sunday by the 
Head of the Connecticut, in Middle-
town. The Holyoke Regatta, marred by 
stormy weather, was called after the 
preliminary heats, with awards being 
made on the basis of times in those 
heats. Although all Trinity boats won 
their heats, the Varsity boat was the 
only one awarded a medal under the 
forced conditions. The following day 
the rain held off as the three Trinity 
boats competed in the Head of the 
Connecticut. All Trinity boats finished 
respectably, with the Varsity placing 
second behind Yale. 
Yet the big race was still to come. 
The Head of the Charles loomed 
ahead, carrying with it all the mystique 
of this classic event. Two eights and a 
four were entered in Women's com-
petition. Saturday was a practice day to 
row the course and become familiar 
with it. Saturday - THE RACE! In full 
events of 40 entries, the Trinity boats 
took the challenge this windy, three-
mile course offered and in so doing 
gave fine performances. In a race of 
primarily varsity boats, the JV's man-
aged an admirable showing of 32nd, 
while the Varsity finished with the 12th 
fastest time. The four, after only one 
week of rowing together, finished 29th. 
With the end of the Head of the 
Charles came the end of the varsity 
season . The final race for the JV and 
Novice boats was held on Parents 
Weekend against Kent, on the Hous-
atonic River. The JV boat, rowing 
against a strong Kent varsity, was de-
feated in a very close race, while the 
Novice boat captured a victory over 
the Kent JV. 
Under the captainship of Margaret K. 
Watts and with the support of the 
men, it was a strong season, showing a 
lot of potential for the future. 
CREW 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
A very supnsmg thing happened at 
the first cross country practice of 1976. 
Over twenty people showed up. Thir-
teen remained for the entire season, 
making it the largest team in recent 
years. The team also had the largest 
number of coaches it has ever had. 
Miller Brown, Michael Lestz, and Ralph 
Walde managed to give the team a lot 
of their time, while still holding down 
their teaching jobs. Their enthusiasm 
and dedication were responsible for 
holding the team together. 
The team had a dismal 3-9 record, 
but the season was less dismal than it 
had been. Trinity was shut out by 
the perennial powerhouses: W .P.I., Wil-
liams, Amherst, Southern Connecticut 
and Keene State. The three wins came 
against the University of Hartford, 
Connecticut College, and Quinnipiac. 
But the most satisfying achievement of 
the season came against Bentley. Trini-
ty lost by a very narrow margin while 
placing three runners in the top four. 
This is the first time in recent years that 
Trinity has come close to beating a 
really powerful team. 
The most important change in the 
'76 season was the change of attitude 
that the team underwent. About half-
way through the season, the team 
started to run double workouts. It was 
too late to make a real difference in 
the season, but it did make the team 
stop assuming that they were going to 
lose. The building of the team will be a 
slow process, but this year was the first 
important step. Next year looks prom-
ising because all the lettermen will be 
returning. 
The members of the team who won 
varsity letters were: Pat Hallisey, Danny 
Howe (Captain) , john Sandman, jon 
Sendor, and Alex Sherwood . 
The other team members were: Gary 
Cohen, jay Garrahan, Frank Holmes, 
Bob Keyes, Sean Martin, Tim Phelan, 
Paul Rasmussen and Henry Riely. 
FIELD 
HOCKEY 
The abundance of spirit and talent of 
the women's hockey \eam started the 
season off with a feeling of excitement. 
Led by Captains Alyson Henning and 
Olivia Brown, the team traveled in the 
colorful mountains surrounding Wil-
liams. Despite the varsity loss, 0-4, the 
JV pulled through with a 2-0 victory. 
The first return bus ride was merely a 
preview of what was to come for the 
Bantam twirlers. With the entire team 
voting for a Big Mac stop on the way 
home, Henning and Bostwick made 
the big plug for Friendly's butter 
crunch triple scoopers and all the oth-
er good stuff. Assisted by Wurts and 
Dobbin, the team engaged in their 
traveling comedian performance with 
Crawford and Whitney competing to 
see who could eat the most 
McDonald's apple specials. 
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Returning to the home territory, the 
varsity tied Connectiuct College, 1-1, 
and the JV shined with a 2-0 win. Only 
days later, both teams took Wellesley 
for a spin with identical 4-1 wins! The 
Brown game saw Trinity with a 0-1 loss 
for the varsity and a 2-0 w in for the JV. 
Bundled in six layers of blue and gold, 
the women ventured home pledging to 
" show them next fall. " Miss Porter's 
stood defeated on the varsity level , 6-0, 
and the JV, 5-1 , Smith saw one no 
score game and a JV victory of 0-1 . The 
Wesleyan teams returned home with 
two defeats, and 2-1 , as did Mount 
Holyoke, 3-2, and 1-0. 
The last game of the season left the 
Trinity women upset by a Yale varsity 
victory, 2-3. Once again, the JV i llus-
trated amazing strength with a 2-0 win . 
Memories; the best part of the match, 
were saved for the locker room after 
the game, right Bantams? As we leave 
Henning and Brown with frog-filled 
flasks, Beefsteak Charlie's will never be 
the same. Farewell! 
FOOTBALL 
The 1976 Trinity football season 
began on August 25 with the 
arrival of 54 upper classmen for the 
beginning of double sessions. For 3 
weeks newspaper editorials evaluated 
out team as "unexperienced," lacking 
in size, and "in for a long season." The 
Hartford Times predicted a 3-4-1 sea-
son for us. Even a 31 -28 final game 
scrimmage against Tufts didn 't change 
the " experts" minds. So we travelled to 
Maine for the opening game with 
Bowdoin in the consensus role of un-
derdog, picked to lose by as much as 3 
TO's. Fortunately, you can 't always be-
lieve what you read; the Bantams 
rolled over the Polar Bears, 30-14. Bates 
became the next victim, 20-0, led by 
Pat Heffernan 's 110 yards and a sterling 
defense. Trinity scored its second shut-
out in a row with a 16-0 triumph over 
Williams - the 1st Conquest of the 
Ephmen since 1970 and the sweetest 
victory for the seniors EVER. 
Trinity and Middlebury met as the 
only undefeated teams in New Eng-
land, with the Bants handing the Pan -
thers 15-6 clout in the hardest-hitting 
game to date. But Colby, (0-4) , staged 
the upset of the year with a 20-14 rout. 
No parties after that game. Trinity 
bounced back the next weekend with 
an offensive effort of 379 yards and 35 
points, and the defense's 3rd shutout, 
at the expense of the Guard. 
Homecoming crowds witnessed a 
thrashing of Amherst with Tom Lines 
catching six chucks for 180 yards and 2 
TO's, 24-17. With the chance to 
achieve a 7-1 record and a Division Ill 
New England ranking of #1, the Bants 
traveled to Middletown, suffering a hu-
miliating 44-0 loss to a crass Wesleyan 
squad. However, the 6-2 record gave 
the graduating seniors a 4-year cu-
mulative of 22-7-1, not bad. 
ECAC Honor Roll choices included 
Dave Jancarski, defensive back; Mike 
Foye, QB; Tony Trivella, DHB; Bill Me 
Candless, kicker; John Gillespie, QB; 
and Tom Lines, Wide receiver. 
Offensive MVP was senior center 
Dave Coratti; defensive MVP was sen-
ior linebacker Mike Leverone; the 1935 
award went to senior defensive end 
Donald Grabowski; and the Dan Jessee 
Blocking Award went to senior tight 
end Alan Juliano. 
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The 1976 soccer season was a pleas-
ant surprise for the Booting Bantams as 
they emerged with a 7-3-1 record and a 
#10 ranking in the east. Captained by 
seniors Zan Harvey and jim McGrath, 
this year's team demonstrated speed 
and agressiveness as well as a vastly 
improved attitude which resulted in a 
highly successful season. In the first 
scrimmage against a highly touted 
squad for UConn the Bantams played 
surprisingly good soccer, hitting the 
post and shooting just wide several 
times. Lack of depth did the Bantams 
in as the Huskies scored in the 75th 
minute, getting the win . 
The Bantams rebounded with 
healthy wins over MIT and Central 
Connecticut. The offensive pressure 
was provided by Madding, Shea and 
Harvey with help from hard-running 
halfbacks Kluger, Ko, Aaron, Moore 
and Lenahan, and a corner from " Too 
Tall" Dodge. Tough games against for-
mer Div. Ill champion Babson and Wil-
Iiams resulted in losses, despite good 
defensive efforts. 
Trinity finished with a 6-1 streak, 
coming from behind in four games. 
This included victories over Con-
necticut College, Tufts, Bentley, Union, 
Coast Guard and Amherst. The Union 
game was the highlight of the year as 
Coach Shults brilliantly utilized his 
" umbrella defense," to frustrate the 
Union forwards. Tremendous goaltend-
ing by AI " no hands" Waugh and su-
perlative execution of the " 4 man 0" 
keyed a 4-3 victory. After the U-Hart-
ford loss the team bounced back with 
McGrath, Rick Sokolov, Jeremy Meyer, 
Randy Pearsall and frosh standout Joe 
Capasso providing defensive con-
sistency in their final two games. 
Congratulations go to Gold Award 
winners Harvey, McGrath, Morre, and 
Shea, as well as to seniors Sokolov and 
Heppe for a tremendous season. Most 
Valuable Player honors went to Duffy 
Shea (10 goals and 2 assists) and Most 
Improved Player went to AI Waugh for 
his net-tending. Special credit must go 
to Robie Shults in his first season as 
Varsity Soccer coach . Coach Shu It's en-
thusiasm and leadership sparked the 
Bantams to their first winning season 
in 6 years. Best luck next year! 
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TENNIS 
It was another successful season for 
the Women's Varsity Tennis Team . 
Rounding out the fall with 9 w ins and 
2 losses, the squad garnered a 2nd 
place finish at the New England Cham-
pionships. 
For the first time since the women 
have had a tennis team at Trinity, turn -
out was so strong that there were 
enough players to create a JV squad. 
Their record stood at 4-3. 
Headed by Captain Gwynne Mac-
Coli , the only senior on this year's 
team, the squad included singles play-
ers Muffy Rogers #1 , Wendy jennings 
#2, Betty Wallace #3, Sue Levin #4, 
Susie Pratt #5, Susie Wilcox #6 and 
doubles players MacColl and Tori 
Huffar-Dauphinot #1 , Nancy Thorn -
ton and jane Dwight #2, and Jan 
Meagher and Beth Thrasher #3. 
Victories included Connecticut Col-
lege, Brown University, Miss Porter's, 
Springfield College, Smith, Wesleyan , 
Mt. Holyoke, UConn and Tufts. Games 
were lost to arch -rivals Williams and 
Yale. 
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The 1976 Water Polo squad achieved 
more in one season than had any pre-
vious team in the short 4-year history 
of the sport at Trinity. The Ducks post-
ed a 16-9-1 record on their way to the 
best season of any sport for the 1976-
77 school year. Almost all games were 
played against Division I and II 
schools. 
Led by seniors David Teichmann, 
Co-captain , Robert Meyer, Co-captain , 
james Brandt and Frank Grubelich, 
goalie, the team showed much promise 
from the start. For the first time ever 
the team had a strong supporting cast 
of underclassmen : Rob Calgi , Mike 
Hinton, Jamie Hudson, Scott MacDo-
nald, Kent Reilly, Paul Sloane, Franck 
Wobst, jeff Wagner, Rich Katzman and 
Charles Glanville. 
The early highpoint of the season 
was the team's first-ever victory over 
the Eastern Seaboard Champions 
Southern Connecticut State College at 
their pool, 14-13. Teichmann's ten 
goals and frosh Hinton's amazing lob 
shot with three seconds remaining iced 
the contest. This win put Trinity in 
front of most Division II schools. 
The Ducks garnered their first tour-
nament trophy as a result of placing 
3rd behind Brown and Army at the 
Yale-Southern Invitational. This by vir-
tue of victories over Brown " B", Rhode 
Island and Georgia Southern Univer-
sity. The momentum from this per-
formance carried the Aquabants past 
all their league opponents into the Di-
vision II New England Championships. 
A 16-9 victory over Boston College 
had, hopefully, set the tone for the 
game with Southern. Instead, Southern 
swamped Trinity with flawless polo, 
17-6. However, by virtue of a 13-10 
overtime conquest of Bowdoin Col -
lege, the Ducks were awarded the 2nd 
place trophy. Selected to the All-New 
England First Team was Teichmann, 
with Meyer and Grubelich obtaining 
Second Team honors. 
Trinity's water rats had one more 
test, the Eastern Seaboard Champion-
ships. By eliminating johns Hopkins 
University in the first round the team 
earned the right to play Slippery Rock 
College - the Middle Atlantic #1 
seed. Playing without Grubelich and 
Brandt, two. key starters and defensive 
sparks, Trinity rallied but just fell short 
in the last period, being sent into the 
consolations against Boston College. 
The Ducks were unable to contain the 
Eagles in a hard-fought match . In spite 
of the defeat, the team had earned a 
fourth place ranking for the East, a feat 
unmatched by earlier squads, ahead of 
Penn State, Villanova and Rhode Is-
land. Teichmann, the team MVP was 
leading scorer for the tourney and 
chosed to the All-East 1st Team, with 
Meyer being made an Honorable Men-
tion. Grubelich was The Most Im-
proved player. 
WATER 
POLO 
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... the crowds 
and then there were . . . 
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BASKETBALL 
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The 1976-77 Varsity Basketball team, 
the last for Head Coach Robert E. 
Shults after thirteen years at the helm, 
attempted to let its coach go out in 
style, but finished with a disappointing 
4-16 season. After an impressive start 
with key wins over Central Con-
necticut College, Coast Guard and Wil-
liams, the Bantams met head on with 
bad luck and a turnabout which even-
tually was to send them to defeat in all 
of their last twelve games. · The team 
graduates seniors John Niekrash, Co-
captain David Weselcouch, and Co-
captain Peter Switchenko. Weselcouch 
took the foul-shooting award at 69%. 
Back next year are juniors Paul 
McBride, Richard Wright, John Bridge, 
Larry Wells, Steven Kraser, John 
Thompson, Arthur Blake, Garth Wain-
man, George Smith, and Brent "Dr. C" 
Cawelti , Blake finished as high scorer 
for the year while Cawelti, who was 
the team's leading rebounder, won the 
MVP award. McBride was assist leader. 
Joining them next year will be soph-
omore Michael Foye. 
The 4-16 season included victories 
over MIT, Central, Coast Guard and 
Williams, with narrow losses coming at 
the hands of Brandeis, Kings Point, 
Wesleyan, Bowdoin and Queens. 
/ 
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The women's basketball team com-
pleted its second year as a Varsity club 
with a highly commendable 6-4 record . 
The first game, against MIT, set the 
Trinity women off to a good start. 
Freshman Cindy Higgins and Lanier 
Drew scored ten apiece in leading the 
Bantams to victory. 
After a lengthy vacation, followed by 
memorable double sessions, the Trinity 
women beat Dartmouth 62-47, estab-
lishing themselves as a potent force 
not to be underestimated. Illustrious 
Captain Nancy McDermott swished in 
18 points to set the pace. Impressive 
victories followed over Sacred Heart 
and Connecticut College, only to be 
set off by heart-breakers against Vassar 
and UHart, both by a basket. Trinity 
also was soundly blasted by Eastern 
Connecticut College, 77-37. 
The final three games of the season 
were the most grueling, particularly in 
the absence of injury-ridden Nancy 
McDermott. The team prevailed over 
Williams and Wesleyan, but had 
trouble with Yale despite Higgins' 16 
points. 
With six freshmen, one sophomore, 
one junior and two seniors, the team 
was very young, thus showing much 
promise for the future. Seniors Penny 
Sanchez and Priscilla Williams will be 
missed, but the high scoring of Higgins 
(115) McDermott (90) Sue Levin (75) 
and Drew (61) provides hope for the 
year to come. Strong support also 
came from Carol McKenzie, Cathy An-
derson, Phyllis Wilson, Kay Lockwood, 
Rebecca Milman and Cathy Crawford. 
We must not forget to hail Coaches 
Sheppard, Andrews and Assistant 
Coach Hyland for their patience, per-
severance and guidance. 
FENCING 
Coached by former Olympian Ralph 
Spinella, and let by Co-captains, Rick 
Dubiel and Dave Weisenfeld, the Trini-
ty Fencing team had its most success-
ful season in over a decade. A healthy 
combination of both talented and ex-
perienced upperclassmen proved to be 
the necessary ingredients for victory, as 
the team compiled an admirable 8-2 
record for the regular season, and took 
second place to MIT in the New Eng-
land Intercollegiate Fencing Tourna-
ment. 
This year a lucky star hovered over 
the squad, enabling them to emerge 
triumphant from several close matches. 
Trinity defeated Concord, UMaine, 
SMU, Brandeis, Holy Cross, WPI , 
Brown and UConn: losing to Yale and 
MIT. 
It was a year of many firsts for Trinity 
fencing. This year the First Annual Stu-
dents vs. Alumni Fencing Tournament 
was held . It was the first year Coach 
Spinella kept his promise and brought 
from his bakery a 6-foot loaf of Italian 
bread to the Holy Cross match. It was 
the first year Trinity fencing was pla-
gued with injuries, with Jim Cropsey, 
Ken Crowe, Rich Elliot, John Giovan-
nucci and Dave Weisenfeld alternately 
experiencing problems with their legs 
and feet. After a full four years of 
fencing, Rick Dubiel realized for the 
first time that fencing is not a contact 
sport. Finally, for the first time, fencing 
became a social as well as athletic 
affair. 
Other highlights of the season in -
clude the six-hour sleigh ride to SMU, 
Rick Dubiel winning the Brandeis 
match by defeating Keigh Ellis in the 
last bout, Rich Elliot winning #14 
against Brown, Dave Weisenfeld beat-
ing MIT's Mark Smith at the New Eng-
lands, and John Giovannucci 's pizza 
that couldn 't get it up. Seniors Law-
rence Glassman and Dubiel received 
the Taylor and Chase Awards, respec-
tively, while Rich Elliot received con-
solation prizes from many highly re-
spected law schools. 
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ICE HOCKEY 
Prior to the beginning of the 1976-77 
hockey season, Coach john Dunham 
set 3 goals for the Trinity Hockey team . 
These included a winning season, a 
playoff berth, ·and the Championship 
of Division Ill in the ECAC. This year's 
team finished the season with a league 
record of 11 -4 and an overall record of 
12-10, entitling Trinity to its first play-
off berth in the history of the sport. 
The 1976-77 squad can be called a 
team in every sense of the word. They 
were a unified, cohesive and dedicated 
group that executed a particular system 
of hockey. In addition, the team exhib-
ited a will to win that revealed itself 
toward the end of the regular season 
when victories were needed to ensure 
a playoff spot. Nowhere was this more 
clear than in the 3-2 overtime victory 
over Fairfield University. Peter Lawson-
johnson's decisive goal gave the Ban-
tams an essential win in their quest for 
the playoffs. 
In its three-year Varsity history, the 
Trinity hockey program has made great 
strides. Much of the team's success is 
owed to Head Coach Dunham, who 
has coached the team for six years, and 
had contributed innumerable hours on 
and off the ice for Trinity Hockey. This 
year Dunham added a new coach to 
his staff in Pete Downey, who added 
necessary discipline to the program, 
and instilled a spirit of winning as well. 
Trinity has in the past few years 
grown from club status and proven 
itself in Division II and Ill. There is 
growing competition on the team for 
every position. Freshmen Dana Barn-
ard, Bob Plumb, and Rick Margenot 
were instumental in the success of the 
team this year. The high point of the 
season was the playoff game with 
Worcester State, in which Trinity was 
outscored 5-0 in the first 22 minutes of 
play. Not resigning themselves to loss 
and inspired by a raucous student 
crowd, the Bantams came back only to 
fall short 7-5 after four unanswered 
goals. 
This year's team will graduate only 
three seniors - goalie Ted judson, de-
fenseman Duffy Shea and forward 
Sandy Weedon - each of whom made 
many contributions to the squad over 
the years. Well deserved praise must 
also be extended to Captain Tom Lena-
han and Barnard, who were named to 
the Division Ill ECAC All-Star Team. 

SQUASH 
Coming off last year's 16-0 season, 
this year's team had hopes of extend-
ing the string of victories. Unfortunate-
ly, the little breaks did not seem to fall 
the right way this year. In the team's 
record of 12-5 are three 5-4 losses to 
Dartmouth, Williams and Yale respec-
tively. The two remaining losses were 
to a tough Army team and an unde-
feated Princeton. Turning to the bright-
er side of the win-loss column, the 
team once again won the Mason Cup, 
a round-robin tournament held at Trin-
ity. In addition to a fine regular season, 
the team performed particularly well at 
the Nationals, where they finished tied 
for fifth place overall. Individually, 
Blair Heppe led the team in victories 
with an unblemished record . 
Prospects for improvement upon this 
record in the next few years look good. 
This year's three tri-captains Bill Fergu-
son, Blair Heppe, and Carl Torrey were 
the only seniors on the team. Soph-
omores Andy Storch and Charlie Wil-
son, veterans of the previous unde-
feated season, can look forward to two 
more strong seasons. The remainder of 
the team was certa inly the product of 
fortunate circumstances. The loss of 
last year's seniors could have left the 
team quite weakened, but the return of 
junior Craig Asche, and the arrival of 
three Frosh - Rob Dudley, Scott Fried-
man and Page Lansdale, replenished 
the team and hopes for the upcoming 
seasons. 
As always, special thanks deserve to 
go to the coaches, Roy Oath and 
George Sutherland. 
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The 1976-77 season was the most 
successful ever for Women's Squash 
here at Trinity. Coached by Jane Mil-
lspaugh, the team had an overall 
record of 9-1 and came in second in 
the national intercollegiates, behind a 
fine Yale team. 
During the Howe Cup Tournament, 
with twenty teams competing, Trinity 
and Yale battled it out for first place. It 
was a closely fought match, with Yale 
coming out ahead 3-2. On Feb. 22nd 
Yale came to Trinity for a dual match; 
a minipreview of the nationals. A large 
and enthusiastic crowd cheered Trin 
on, but they lost 4-3. 
The nationals were played this year 
at the University of Pennsylvania. 
Three of Trinity's top five players were 
ranked among the top eleven 
Women's Squash players in the coun-
try. Cackie Bostwick, Trinity's number 
one player, lost in the finals to Gail 
.Ramsy of Penn State. Marion DeWitt, 
sophomore standout playing number 
two on the Trin ladder was ranked 
seventh. Senior Captain Sophie Bell 
was tied for tenth ranking. Captain 
Bell 's fine talent and spunky person-
ality were an inspiration, and " Little 
One" will be greatly missed. 
Many thanks go out to Jane Mil-
lspaugh, who lead the team with great 
enthusiasm. Much time and hard work 
was put into the year. Thanks again to 
Jane, Sophie, and the rest of the team . 
Each player contributed her all into 
making the season a fine one, but spe-
cial notice should be made of Captain 
Bell's undefeated 10-0 record. 
All in all it was a rewarding and 
enjoyable season. 
The Trinity Women's Swim Team 
completed its first season this year as 
an informal sport with a 2-5 record, 
but set 14 out of 5 new school records 
in the process. The majority of the new 
records set this season were by fresh-
men : Capt. Lanier Drew '80 set eight 
individual records (freestyle, individual 
medley); and Denise jones '80 set two 
individual records (breaststroke) . Mem-
bers of the medley relay team which 
set a new record were: Margie Cambell 
'78; Denise jones '80; Lanier Drew '80; 
and Carol Godberg '80. The freestyle 
relay team also set a new record late in 
the season with a team consisting of: 
Lanier Drew '80; Carol Goldberg '80; 
Denise jones '80 and Sue Vuylsteke '80. 
Strong back-up support was given by: 
Barbie Hayden '77 (diver); Sara Barrett 
'78 (diver); Carol Taylor '78 (breast-
stroke, butterfly); Kim White '78 
(breaststroke); Anne Warner '79 (frees-
tyle) ; and Kay Lockwood '80 (butterfly, 
freestyle). 
In February, two members of the 
Women's swim team competed among 
300 swimmers from 28 schools in the 
New England Swimming and Diving 
Championships at the University of 
Rhode Island. Capt. Lanier Drew 
placed 12th in the 50 yd . freestyle with 
a new school record of :26.8, and 15th 
in the 100 yd. individual medley with a 
record tying time of 1:10.2. Denise 
jones placed 6th in the 50 yd . breast-
stroke with a time of :34.38, and 12th 
in the 100 yd . breastroke with a time of 
1 :17.35. Coach Chet McPhee was very 
pleased with both the girls perform-
ance at the New Englands and the 
overall performance of the team this 
season, and is looking forward to a 
winning season next year. 
The Women's Swim Team would like 
to thank all those who gave support 
this season and especially our man-
agers Don Grabowski '77 and john 
Brucato '77 for the help they gave. 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
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" 8:15, 8:15," was the cry which rang 
throughout the hallways of the College 
of Boca Raton women's dormitory. 
Each morning of the Christmas break 
the verve of the aqua Bants was tested 
as assistant coach Bill Shults an-
nounced morning practice. For two 
weeks the swim team was subjected to 
the physical torment of double ses-
sions in preparation for the upcoming 
season . After the chlorine sessions, 
many hours were spent on the beaches 
of Boca and Lauderdale perfecting the 
arts of sunbathing, bodysurfing and 
being macho. Alas, the return trip to 
the wastelands of Hartford, trading 20 
for 80 degree temperatures and switch-
ing from grits and Virginia hams to 
Mather instant potatoes. Wobst was 
most upset of all as he had to pack up 
his Native Tan and his yellow Lacoste 
shirts. 
On January 19 the team invaded the 
realm of Rhode Island for their first 
contest. Bronzed by the Florida sun, 
the squad was psyching out the 
Rhodies . After cheering the URI 
women's backstroker for her warmup 
show the members got ready for the 
competition ahead. Led by stellar per-
formances on the part of Reilly in the 
200 free and Teichmann in the 200 
individual medley, the latter a new 
school record, the team gave its best 
showing in some six years. As the sea-
son progressed there were bright spots 
and not so bright spots. Although not 
realizing pre-season expectations, Trin-
ity's men swimmers showed much 
promise for the future in the process of 
rebuilding. 
Inspired by Co-captains Dave Teich-
mann and Scott MacDonald, the squad 
had support from Kent Reilly, frosh 
breast man Franck Wobst, frosh sprint-
er Mike Hinton, senior breaststroker 
Jim Brandt and backstroker Mike Elgu-
nise. In the course of the season Teich-
mann lowered his record three times, 
Reilly lowered his 1000 free standard, 
Brandt and Wobst each shattered 
marks, and Mac broke a 400 IM record . 
A disappointing team record can not 
speak for the accomplishment of the 
MEN'S 
SWIMMING 
group, for it was able to vastly improve 
upon earlier spirit and drive. Much 
credit is owed to Shults and Coach 
Slaughter for the balanced leadership 
they provided, particularly the youthful 
enthusiasm of Bill. Let us not forget Dr. 
Kurth's assistance in arranging the Flor-
ida trip expense coverage. 
Perhaps the high point of the season 
was the team's showing at the New 
Englands. The 800 free relay of Teich-
mann, Hinton, MacDonald, and Reilly 
shattered the old standard by 20 sec-
onds and registered 4 points for the 
Trinity team total. 
Teichmann received the Gold Award 
and shared the Coach 's Award with 
MacDonald. Reilly eventually emerged 
as the MVP in close voting. The future 
bides well for Trinity as underclassmen 
Robert Calgi, Ron Kaufman, Rich Kat-
zman, Mike MacGovern, Ted Murphy 
and Jamie Hudson will join the other 
standouts to replace seniors Teich-
mann, Brandt, Walt Stewart, Frank 
Grubelich and Robert Meyer. 
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The 1976-77 Varsity Wrestling season 
began inauspiciously for the Bantam 
wrestlers when it was learned only 
days before school that Coach Richard 
Taylor, who had been the team 's only 
coach since its inception, was leaving 
for Colby College. Within months, 
however, Karl Kurth had found a 
strong replacement in Robert Stroh. 
Stroh came with impeccable creden-
tials - an illustrious career himself 
(Olympic alternate in 1960), he had 19 
straight winning seasons as a high 
school coach . Aiding Stroh was Mi-
chael Darr as assistant and Marc Blu-
menthal as manager. 
Despite the rigorous guidance, the 
Trinity season, on the whole, was dis-
appointing, with a final record of 3-8. 
The schedule was poorly balanced -
the first seven matches were with tra-
ditional New England powerhouses 
and the last four with more compatible 
teams. The team never really got it 
together and instead had to rely on 
outstanding individual performances, 
which were isolated intermittently. 
The Outstanding Wrestler Award 
went, for the second year, to senior 
Co-captain Dave Coratti, who also 
took 6th place in the New Englands to 
become the only Trinity wrestler ever 
to win 2 New England medals. 
Robert Friedman, the other senior 
and Co-captain , was given the Coach's 
Award in recognition of his selfless and 
steadying team leadership. 
WRESTLING 
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"Have an idea, lads!" Captain Bob 
O'Leary's cry would echo out from be-
hind the plate sometimes half a dozen 
times a game. Individually 77's Baseball 
Bants had lots of ideas, but they rarely 
put them all together, resulting in a 
mediocre 9-11 season. 
Behind the plate O 'Leary did an in-
spirational job of leading the team. 
Bob's spirited and agressive ballplaying 
set a fine example. 
Anchoring the right side of the 
infield two more seniors performed 
well. At second Mike Wyman fielded 
elegantly. A streak hitter, Wymo, when 
on, was devastating. The great glove of 
first baseman Dave Weselcouch 
snagged many an errant throw from an 
erratic left side of the infield. Wes' 
timely bat also generated considerable 
offensive excitement, and he ended 
the season with am impressive .326 
average, second among the starters. 
The team's offensive star was Soph-
omore John Rowland. At DH and oc-
casionally in the outfield " Frank" hit at 
a tremendous .375 clip, leading the 
team in extra base hits, and runner up 
in stolen bases. Rowland was named 
MVP for the year. 
Junior Jim Leone was named Most 
Improved player on the team. Padre 
didn't start the season, but impressive 
as a pinch hitter, he was moved to 
third for the latter part of the season. 
His initially weak glovework improved, 
but it was his hot hitting that earned 
him his honor. 
The outfield was fairly impressive. 
Centerfielder AI Waugh, a fine hitter 
during the trip South, suffered a long 
midseason slump, but his fielding was 
consistently outstanding. Mike Bren-
nan lead the team in Home Runs, and 
also hit well. Captain-elect Rob Claflin 
lead the team in stolen bases. 
Inexperience was the bane of this 
year's squad. Too young pitching and 
an inexperienced team at short and 
third added up to some incoherent 
games. 
Senior jim McGrath, a stylish pitcher 
and a classy ballplayer, hurled the 
most consistently excellent baseball all 
season, but could not register one 
single victory. 
The season began well , Trin taking 
three straight down in Florida. But they 
lost a close contest to Wesleyan down 
there 1-0, and after that they struggled 
with a .500 season . The Spring's high-
light was a sweep of a doubleheader 
from Coast Guard, where Frosh starter 
Bill Lynch pitched a two hitter, and 
Rowland hit for the cycle. Towards the 
end they lost six straight, but they re-
bounded with two wins over Bowdoin, 
McGrath getting a save in consummate 
relief to end the season. 
For Coach Robie Shults it was the 
last season of Trinity Baseball. To Rob-
ie and his wife the team and its follow-
ers extend a hearty thank you and best 
wishes. 
The outlook for next spring: with all 
that young blood adding experience to 
their much vaunted potential : pretty 
good. 
BASEBALL 
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The Heavies won Henley in july '76, 
set a new course record in the Ladies 
Challenge Plate, and became immorta-
l ized in the print of major newspapers 
around the states. 
This season had its high points too. 
The whole crew tied for second at the 
Dad Vail national finals in the spring: 
the Freshman Lightweights winning 
their division. But more importantly 
the religion of rowing existed for men 
and women at Trinity for yet another 
year. 
The act of welding nine individuals 
together to make a fast eight oared 
shell was a trial. The jury was full of 
peers and the judging took place daily. 
One day one was impressive, the next 
a flop. One thought another was slack-
ing off, another thought he was too 
cocky. Released steam inflicted burns, 
yet somehow a working relationship 
was reached and effort was directed 
toward moving the boat. 
" Why can't we do better?" pervaded 
thoughts, but this gradually gave way 
to "Good job!" The physical sacrifice 
became less terrorizing, and the pre-
race doubts - the "I'm gonna blow it" 
feeling - became more readily con-
trolled. 
Gears were ground together, ties of 
friendship were strengthened. There 
was dissatisfaction and commitment, 
cynicism and blind faith , and above all 
an overwhelming feeling of being part 
of something bigger than oneself. The 
rowing religion wore on. 
CREW 
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GOLF 
The 1977 Trinity Golf Season was 
quite an eventful one. The highs and 
lows of the season included the good 
times in balmy Bermuda, the dis-
appointing loss at WPI, and big wins 
over arch rivals Coast Guard and Wes-
leyan. In what could have been ex-
pected to be a rebuilding year, the 
team hooked and sliced its way to a 
12-4 record. 
Following the pre-season trip to Ber-
muda, the squad came back to a rather 
snowy Farmington Woods Country 
Club. The New England weather quick-
ly changed and 90 degree heat accom-
panied many of our matches. The team 
sported a new look last season with 
three freshman in the lineup. Rob 
Golding, Tom Hunter and David Koep-
pel will help form a good nucleus for 
the next three years, Meanwhile, up-
perclassmen Larry Wells, Ted Walk-
owicz, George jensen, Caleb Koeppel, 
and Co-captains John Flynn and Bill 
Dodge supplied the remainder of the 
shanks and three-putts. 
The successful season included wins 
over UHart, Sienna, Amherst, AIC, 
Coast Guard, Wesleyan, Connecticut 
College, Colby, Bates, Springfield, MIT 
and Assumption . Coach George Suth -
erland is looking to improve on this 
performance and especially aims for 
wins against URI and Tufts. With most 
of the team returning and several ex-
cellent recruits stepping in, the outlook 
for 1978 is quite bright. The future of 
Trinity Golf, which was on shaky 
ground only a few years ago, appears 
very promising. 
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lACROSSE 
The Varsity Lacrosse team of 1977 
will look back on their season with a 
variety of emotions. A 4-6 record is not 
one that elicits superlatives. There 
were, however, a number of bright 
spots which will bring more pleasant 
memories to mind. 
The team suffered losses to Bow-
doin, New Haven, Tufts, Wesleyan, 
U.Conn, and Springfield. Wins were 
recorded against Amherst, Fairfield, 
Holy Cross, and M .I.T. Four of the 
teams which surpassed the Bantams 
were ranked in New England. The Trin 
Laxmen did show occassional mo-
ments of brilliance throughout these 
losses, though. Both Bowdoin and New 
Haven jumped out to sizeable early 
leads which presented the Hilltoppers 
with the challenge of playing catch up 
ball. In both contests the Bantams 
dominated the second half. Against 
New Haven the Bants outscored the 
Chargers 8-3. The Tufts game was a 
close one right down to the end. Wes-
leyan and Springfield proved to be dis-
sappointing outings for the Bantams 
who never seemed to get on track for 
either game. 
Trinity's most formidable opponent, 
UConn, brought out one of the best 
efforts of the year. The Bants found 
themselves leading for most of the 
game and tied toward the end of the 
quarter. The Huskies finally managed 
to throw in a few clinchers in the 
closing minutes. Praise for the men 
from Hartford was forthcoming from 
even the opposition . 
The four wins registered by the Ban-
tams were all solid efforts. Both MIT 
and Holy Cross had superb goalies 
who frustrated the Trin attack at times. 
Fairfield was the Hilltoppers' easiest 
victory and their only double-digit 
scoring effort. Amherst provided the 
Trin laxmen with their most satisfying 
win of the season. The Bantams se-
cured their first victory over the Lord 
Jeffs in a number of years. 
Trinity laxmen had their share of 
post-season recognition . Ted Judson 
was selected the Most Valuable Player 
for his performance in the nets while 
compiling a .612 saves percentage. Jeff 
Voight was chosen as Most Improved 
Player. John Brigham was voted all di-
vision honors for his efforts on de-
fense. Gil Childers and Ted Judson 
were selected to play in the New Eng-
land All-Star Game in Boston. 
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In its second season· as a Varsity 
sport, the women 's lacrosse team post-
ed a 5-3-1 record . The junior varsity 
was 5-1, outclassing and outplaying 
most of their opponents. In general it 
was a good season with both teams 
demonstrating speed and skill. 
Co-captains jane Papps and Margo 
Halle, as well as Barbara Hayden, are 
three seniors who have played lacrosse 
since it was first introduced at Trinity. 
In those four years, they have helped 
to build a powerful varsity team that is 
considered one of the best in New 
England. Offensively, Hayden and 
Halle worked well together, assisting 
and scoring on numerous occasions. 
Margo was forced to sit out much of 
the season however, due to a broken 
wrist suffered in the game against 
Brown . Her playing was sorely missed, 
but she became the team's number 
one supporter. Barbara also missed a 
few games in the beginning, but quick-
ly came back to contribute as much as 
she had in the three previous years. At 
defensive wing, Janie was outstanding. 
She combined strong defensive skills 
with a drive to win. The spirit, skill and 
determination of these seniors will un-
doubtedly be missed. 
The varsity team was led in scoring 
by Susan Eckles (19) followed by Carter 
Wurts (18) . Francis Dobbin, Cackie 
Bostwick, Olivia Brown, Amy Witbeck 
and Anne Warner were the backbone 
of the team. Laura Fergusson, Bunny 
Crocker and Kay Lockwood were the 
three freshman stars. On the junior 
varsity squad were Frances Plough, Su-
zanne Herr, Lisa Parker, Jane Beddall, 
Trina Abbott, Fingee Maclea, Coppie 
Tucker, Rosie Witnew, Carol Zug, Kath-
leen Fell, jane Dwight, Nancy Gunner, 
Jane Goode and Mary Lee Sole. Back 
for another fine season next year will 
be Letitia Erler, too. The team was 
coached by Robin Sheppard and man-
aged by Nina McNeeley and Nina 
Chiara. 
The varsity's wins were over Con-
necticut College 9-4, Mount Holyoke 
8-7, Wesleyan 16-3, Williams 6-5, and 
Amherst 18-3. Losses were to Yale 4-10, 
Tufts 7-9, and Brown 1-13. Smith Col-
lege was the only tie game at nine 
goals each. On the whole the team 
was skilled and strong. 
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SOFTBALL 
The Trinity Women 's Softball team 
finished this season with impressive 6-
3 record in only its first year as an 
informal sports. The team was led by 
Head Coach jane Millspaugh, Assistant 
Coach Bill Shults and Pitching Coach 
Andy Baum. 
Powerhitters this year were: Marion 
DeWitt, first base, who led the team in 
H R's: Barbara Andrian, leftfield, who 
collected 12 RBI's during the year; and 
Priscilla Williams, voted MVP for over-
all performance. Lorraine DeLabry, sec-
ond base, led in stolen bases with five. 
The women 's team also had 5 play-
ers over the .500 mark in batting. They 
were: Barbara Andrian, Cathy Codega, 
Denise jones, Rebecca Milman and 
Cynthia Rogers. Pat Dorsey, a soph-
omore, led the pitching staff with a 3-1 
record . Following her were Lanier 
Drew with a 2-1 performance, jones 1-
1, and Nancy McCarthy 0-1. 
Trinity's main support throughout 
the season was unquestionably its 
finely disciplined infield. Leading at 
shortstop was Sue Levin, with Carol 
McKenzie at third, Cindy Higgins be-
hind the plate, and Cathy Anderson as 
a backup at first. 
The fact that the team was com-
posed mainly of freshmen and soph-
omores is an important point and sets 
the tone for future years. Special 
thanks also go to Manager Nancy 
McDermott for continued help and to 
Trinity students and faculty for the fine 
support they offered. 
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Trinity's Varsity Tennis finished the 
year with a successful 9-3 record. Add 
to this the fact that the Bantams did 
not lose one player through gradu-
ation, the future looks quite promising. 
The team played most of its early 
matches in hurricane winds and 
fridged temperatures. Trin had easy 
wins over Conn College, UConn, 
... Springfield, MIT, URI , and Wesleyan. 
An early season loss to Tufts could be 
attributed to lack of mental pre-
paredness. They redeemed themselves 
with a big win over Williams (who had 
previously beaten Tufts) . This win was 
extremely satisfying to the Bantams; 
sweet revenge for last year's dish-
eartening loss. Timmy jenkins and jim 
Rice at one and two respectively, lost 
close three set matches to their oppo-
nents. Eric Matthews, Andy Vermilye, 
and Charles johnson won at 3, 4, and 
6. Charlie and Kent Scribner had tie-
breakers going simultaneously on ad-
joining courts. Coach Oath and coach 
Andrew both aged noticeably as the 
tension built. The score was tied Trin -
3 and Williams - 3 going into the 
doubles, which are not usually Trinity's 
forte. Our undefeated #3 doubles 
team of Matthews and Greg " Mad 
Dog" Madding won in an impressive 
manner, with a point made that none 
of us who saw it will soon forget. Mad 
Dog hit a sky high lob which had eyes 
maneuvering its way through the maze 
of pipes above the court to land on 
the baseline. The Williams player re-
trieved it, but right at Matthews at net 
who angled it into the wall. The Wil -
liams player hit a drop shot which Mad 
Dog dove vertically to get and placed 
just out of his opponent's reach. Mat-
thews and Madding went on to win . 
Numbers one and two doubles also 
went on to win . This 6-3 victory over 
the tough Williams team was the sea-
son 's highlight. The team finished sixth 
at the New Englands, and hope to im-
prove upon that feat with next year's 
team. 
The team got a fine performance 
from Freshman Kent Scribner who did 
more than hold his own at number 
five. Charlie johnson was, as usual , 
very clutch in the sixth spot. Andy 
Vermilye was easy-on, easy-off the 
court in most of the matches, while 
Eric Matthews showed us his amazing 
radar passing shot. At six foot five jim 
Rice continued to boom his serve. Tim 
jenkins played quite respectably while 
facing the toughest opposition match 
after match. Gary Markoff, Alec Mona-
ghan, and Greg Madding rounded out 
the squad. 
TENNIS 
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The 1977 Trinity Track team was 
blessed by several individual record-
setting performances. The first to col-
lect the promised steak dinner from 
Coach Rick Hazelton was junior Co-
captain and leading scorer Brett Ma-
cinnes, who leaped 6'7" in the high 
jump. The next meet saw junior Rick 
Wang tie the 5-year old record of 15.3 
seconds in the 120 yard high hurdles. 
The ECAC Track Championships, held 
at Westfield State College, was the 
scene of yet another record-breaking 
effort, this time by freshman jeff Math-
er. jeff winged the discus 152'11 " to 
break the old standard by four inches. 
junior john Sandman also enjoyed the 
steak dinner, after a 15:35.6 showing in 
the 3-mile run. 
Leading scorers on the team includ-
ed Co-captains Tom Lines and Brett 
Macinnes, along with Mather, Dave 
" Moose" Poulin, and Harvey Bumpers. 
Other Varsity letter winners were Vince 
Bilello, Hank Bouhuys, Barry Bucklin, 
jim Davenport, Bob Fers, Tom Heslin, 
Bob Keyes, John Sandman, Steve 
Thomas, and Rick Wang. The rest of 
the team included Gary Cowen, Larry 
Down, Greg Fox, jay Garrahan, AI Grif-
fen, Pat Hallisey, Joe lntracaso, Eric 
Lewis, Sean Martin, Mark Netsch, Scott 
Ramsay, Paul Rasmussen, Mike Sa-
puppo, Alex Sherwood, Rick Sprinthall , 
and Uko Udodong. 
The Robert S. Morris Outstanding 
Track Performer award went to Brett 
Macinnes, while Tom Lines received 
the Gold Award for three years of Var-
sity service. 
Coach Rick Hazelton, and assistants 
Phil Kearney, Ralph Walde, and Hal 
Smullen directed the team to wins over 
Middlebury and Rhode Island College. 
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THE 
SCHOLAR-
ATHLETE 
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Worm? Jock? Freak? Which of these 
labels applies to you? Or do you quali-
fy within two or more categories? Why 
are these labels important to students 
at Trinity? One answer is that they 
serve to define people's perceptions of 
the possible patterns of involvement in 
the life of the school. They also help to 
express the degree of interaction with-
in these definitions. Of concern to 
many is the desire to discover the "cor-
rect'' combination of academics, ath-
letics, the arts and assorted other diver-
sions. What should the position of the 
college be towards these concerns 
seeing as how it is an exponent of 
liberal arts education? What should be 
the priorities of both students and ad-
ministrators? 
Professors often don't realize that 
students have extra-curricular obliga-
tions to fulfill - be they in sports, 
drama, community work or sundry oth-
er functions. Coversely, many coaches 
and directors neglect to realize- if not 
admit - that students have scholastic 
duties. Where is the line to be drawn? 
Is it a matter which should primarily be 
left to the individual effected or 
should the college attempt to elicit 
certain goals and guidelines to proper-
ly define the relationship between 
these priorities? Even though we al-
ways seem to manage to fit everything 
into our schedules somehow, we must 
ask ourselves whether more is gained 
by tasting of all or excelling in a few. 
How does this enter into the philoso-
phy of a liberal arts education? Have 
you ever asked this of yourself in the 
years you have spent at Trinity? 
As a point of departure let us exam-
ine the position of the scholar-athlete 
in an institution such as ours. Which 
side of the individual deserves the 
most attention? 
Students at Trinity are generally re-
cruited, in theory, on the basis of their 
academic potential, as well as "hid-
den" talents. Many of the latter often 
remain submerged throughout the 
four-year stay. Only infrequently does 
the situation arise where an incoming 
student possesses extra-ordinary athlet-
ic abilities. Outside of a few traditional 
sports which receive more than gener-
ous cooperation from the admissions 
department there is little hard-core re- · 
cruitment of athletes. This often results 
in second-rate teams, although in a 
given year there may be several squads 
with respectable if not noteworthy, 
records. This can not be attributed in 
toto to the admissions department's 
failure to accept promising athletes. 
We need also re-examine the tenure 
system in as far as it stifles the selec-
tion of enthusiastic and knowl-
edgeable coaches. Finally, we can lay 
blame on ourselves, the students, for 
our apathetic approach to many mat-
ters, including at times the athletic 
realm . Yet, much of student life at this 
college tends to revolve around athlet-
ic activities. Witness the large crowds 
at various contests, the acute aware-
ness of who plays where on which 
team, the high percentage of both 
male and female students participating 
in recreational functions - ranging 
from squash to jogging to bowling. The 
all-pervasiveness of the jock image is 
not what it was ten years ago, but it 
still is a prevalent reality. 
But what does this mean for the 
Trinity student-athlete? Obviously Trin-
ity does not bait their recruitment sys-
tem by attempting to haul in individ-
uals aspiring to be professional ath-
letes. What then can the college offer 
in its stead? For years this school has 
been recognized as an institution 
which provides exemplary preparation 
for persons desiring strong and broad 
d~velopment as individuals. In the pro-
cess, it is hoped that we have been 
readied for total immersion in the so-
ciety " out there," a society many of us 
tend to ignore throughout our colle-
giate experience. If this preparation is 
to be meaningful we must not limit 
ourselves to the confines of the Fish 
Bowl any more than we should be-
come virtual residents of Ferris or 
Goodwin Theater. A truly liberal arts 
education implies breadth of in-
volvement. 
The result of all this is that the stu-
dent-athlete becomes a model of sorts 
to be emulated. But only if properly 
scaled. In other words, the student-
athlete can be the embodiment of 
what is meant by one who pursues 
breadth in a liberal arts experience. 
Academics take precedence in the long 
run, while short run priorities may 
emanate from concerns with athletic 
performance. Sports become an outlet. 
Self-realization is furthered through the 
preparation for, and participation in , 
athletic competition. Sports allow artis-
tic creativity just as much as ballet, 
painting or others of the fine arts. 
What is more,· sport is the great equal-
izer. Once in the arena, on the court, 
or in the pool, each individual 's race, 
rei igion, politics, and appearance is 
transcended for the moment by the 
call to competition . That is a moment 
rarely experienced in other modes of 
life. Yet, it is only a passing instant, a 
single point in the series of events 
which constitute existence. Once the 
moment has expired we must return to 
a world in which such differences tend 
to have great effect upon our daily 
l ives. In a sense this is a return to the 
world of academics, although life has 
rarely corresponded to a textual analy-
sis. In the course of self-realization we 
learn much of ourselves and of how to 
relate to others in the environment in 
which we operate. These are surely 
attributes deemed worthy by most col-
lege administrators, faculty and student 
alike. 
In the absence of any theoretical 
training it is unlikely these experiences 
would be sufficient to carry us on our 
merry way. Contrarily, strict book 
learning in a vacuum may produce a 
brilliant individual , but one who will 
undoubtedly suffer from lack of crea-
ti vity and imbalances in personality. 
Thus, the interaction of these two 
modes of college involvement is both 
valuable and necessary. In place of 
sports one might substitute drama. Al-
though the athletic experience is, in 
general , a more complete fulfillment, 
the latter field offers abundant means 
of self-realization and its own tran-
scendent moments. The same is true of 
many other forms of extra-curricular 
activity. 
What may we conclude from these 
observations? The value of these 
means of using our time having been 
proven, it is necessary to elicit greater 
support for their development. If the 
spirit of liberal arts, as perceived each 
in their own way, is to be fostered and 
sustained, we must take full advantage 
of the facilities at our disposal. But not 
unquestioningly. We must, at the same 
time, demand quality. We are respon-
sible to ourselves, as well as those yet 
to come, for establishing programs of 
extra-curricular involvement which are 
comparable to our "purely" academic 
institutional arrangements. This may 
cause us to call in to question anything 
from inefficiencies in the coaching 
structure to the, perhaps, unjustified 
absence of instruction in the non-tra-
ditional world languages. Surely we 
must realize certain limitations upon 
the school , be they imposed by finan-
ces or the whims of influential persons. 
But this need not force us to refrain 
from demanding a constant reas-
sessment of what should be a genuine 
standard of excellence. But as we offer 
our criticisms let us also offer our solu-
tions. Thus, may we truly move for-
ward in the spirit of a liberal arts edu -
cation . 
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RELEASE 
Today is 
GAY DAY 
WEAR JEANS IF YOU'RE 
GAY 
This year has seen at Trinity the genesis of a cultus 
absurdus, a formalization of the omnipresent gay under-
ground, under the rubric of Release. The stated purpose 
of Release has been to help people of various sexual 
orientations deal with one another. Is this concept in-
deed absurd? Is it possible for any minority subculture to 
exist at Trinity and at the same time maintain its dignity 
and integrity? Or is Trinity, as one pundit wrote, simply a 
" collection of minorities each affirming their identities by 
denouncing other minorities?" 
In a publicity campaign which appeared tantamont to 
guerilla warfare, Release attempted to notify the College 
community about its weekly gay rap line and semi -
weekly meetings; the group had visitors from outside the 
College and nationally known speakers; it sponsored Gay 
Day, Apri l 4, a day when the College was invited to 
demonstrate its solidarity with the gay cause by wearing 
jeans, the traditional student uniform. Of course being 
Trin ity, the community was incensed at the outrageous 
behavior of any minority becoming overt. Why Gay Day? 
First, it was fun . On Gay Day one of the most sensitive 
graffiti conveyed the message of both the day and Re-
lease. It read : " Wear sneakers if you 're alive." Gayness is 
an identity, a life, like jockness, blackness or studentness. 
And like all identities, gayness needs to be affirmed. All 
around us, in advertisements, role models and inwalking 
down the Long Walk, we see the " straight identity" 
affirmed. As gay people we do not ask for special rights, 
although since we have no legal rights (except in Dade 
County, Florida, Anita Bryant notwithstanding) it may 
seem as if we are suddenly asking for more than our 
share. We ask simply for acceptance as who we are, with 
an affirmation that our gayness is an inseparable, al -
though not total part of our identities as people. We do 
not try to convert straight people: let them not oppress or 
attempt to convert us, for to do so is to deny our 
integrity as individuals, as men and as women. 
Is such an affirmation of lifestyle possible at in -
stitutions like Trinity? Is there room even in the Real 
World for alternative lifestyles? The hippies and the anti -
war demonstrators of the '60's are gone for the most part, 
yet they have been vindicated . They live in our memories 
as Lilliputians who dared trespass against the Estab-
lishment. The Berrigans and Abbie Hoffmans, eternalized 
in stained glass and Playboy - these are our heroes, not 
Nathan Hale or Christopher Columbus. Ten years from 
now will it be commonplace to see two women or two 
men walking along the street holding hands, embracing 
as loving individuals, thanking us for our efforts on their 
behalf, on behalf of those children who are today 
closeted in oppressively sexist Dick-and-Jane grammar 
schools? Or will we be the new counter-culture, forever 
hiding, surfacing occasionally with a poster or handbill? 
Such is perhaps a tempting but glorified vision of our 
own lifestyles. All we ask, we who are breaking free of 
sterotypes, is an affirmation of our personhood. I am a 
person who is gay, who is a student, who likes fried eggs. 
The Tripod survey this year claimed that 25% of its 
respondents had experienced same-sex physical relations. 
(Some of us would hold that all our interrelations with 
people are sexual.) The Sociology department cites that 
same group as 10% of each freshperson class. This year, 
factions of the Trinity community have tried to deny 
personhood to at least 170 of us, their peers. 
Squeeze a fruit for Anita. 
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REVIEW 
SECTION 
Baby you're a stage and I love 
your performances 
When its quiet and dark and 
you think your audience is empty 
- I'm out there 
Sometimes it's hard for you to see me, 
but I'm out there -yes - a-lone 
I sit there admiring how you've lined 
your steps with carpet and asked 
me to enter. 
For I accept and shall forever 
love to be a part of your 
performances 
Harvey L. Bumpers 
Lynn Gray 
THE WEEKEND 
i lost you once again this weekend. 
with each caress, your mute body 
drew back tight 
pulling away from my touch. 
hello, can you hear my hands? 
you swam away m a vacuum. 
though you lay sleep-happy, reeking dreams, 
with each sticky breath another injection 
stabbed my skin 
with silver acuity. 
innoculated with isolation, i fought you 
writhing like a drugged monkey. 
then later, much later 
choking on a cup of insularity 
i wanted to peel you awake like an orange 
and squeeze to the pulp. 
but you , in a dionysian sleep 
were endlessly deaf to me and the watch 
clocking no more hours till sunday. 
i killed you once again this weekend 
with each caress, razor edged hands 
cut neat lines 
across your smooth back. 
i watched as you bled sterily; 
careful not to mess the sheets. 
i lost you this weekend as every other. 
with each one a disjointed interval 
of three suns, 
i meet you each time as a foreigner. 
and you always hide yourself 
from what is unfamiliar. 
Mona Daleo 
S(he) 
After loving, she rolls over, limp and bored 
as flat beer. He looks on. Helpless. 
Too numb with fear and wondering 
at this drugged bird loose in his bed. 
It isn't easy to love a fool, he 
said. The words come mirrored back, 
glass needles sewing questions 
on the air. All lines go slack. 
Dull-eyed, on the bed she lies 
a smile, manufacturing love like potato 
chips or coke, amused at the red-cheeked 
youngster, trapped by her joke. 
Nancy Nies 
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Sisters 
I pass 
barefoot on the grass 
and see them again 
there, in their portrait way, 
wearing their spring dresses 
and sad lilac-blossom eyes. 
The youngest, with her head 
on the elder's knees, 
lonely for some young man to kiss 
and the days to grow long again, 
while the soft girl's hand 
touches her hair 
and the waiting inside her body. 
Nina George 
James Gillespie 
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CHAMELEON 
I tried to catch a chameleon once 
On a brown and breaking edge of mountain 
Spattered with gasping, humid plants that were 
just green. And 
Dust. Barely alive. 
Rocks in centuried stillness 
Turned upwards (with me) into Boulders 
; Until the blinding summit , 
Where my mischief of running and chasing 
In blistering, dripping heat 
Hit and then hurt 
An white, Greek, frenzied sunlight 
I tried to catch a chameleon. 
Janie Papps 
Michael Carter 
A Woman in Search of Spring Dandelion Greens 
I knew her 
dark against a field of sun-blind green: 
feet set apart in solid stance, 
broad shoulders and a matron's bosom 
filling her dress 
which drooped to mid-calf. 
She bent to the grass 
(an endless field of light) 
plucking weeds she gathered in one fist. 
They too were dark against the green, 
and everywhere 
warm air breathed of leaves. 
Sukie Curtis 
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Silent Relation To Past Life 
Can one last through this upheaval? 
Pile of books on the floor; I see that dust does accumulate. 
Objects settle quietly. 
Those slow moving people avoided by light; 
they believe in the silence, "No, it will not trick you." 
Deception is lonely, withholding a secret. 
Some imagine-
dominant positions enjoyed by both parties. 
All falls in a quick glance, those years in confinement. 
The parcel 's delivered, its acceptance assured. 
Those screaming in anger, now freed from the torture. 
S. Elsaesser 
Timothy Ghriskey 
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SINCE 1860 
Free Parking After 5 p.m. Travelers Plaza Garage 
HUNTINGTON'S BOOK STORES 
- Books of All Publishers -
IN HARTFORD 
65 Asylum Street 
IN WEST HARTFORD 
968 Farmington Avenue 
EST. 1893 
vouR~pendent lnsuronc~ I /AGENT 
SERVES YOU F I RST 
!=' 
R. c. KNOX AND C OMPANY 
INSU RAN CE • BO)'l DS 
300 PEARL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN . 06103 
· just around the corne r I rom the Hilton" 
Robert C. Knox . Jr . • Herbert A. Bland , C.P.C.U • Andrew W. M1ll 1gan • Edward J Casey 
Norman C. Kayser . C.P.C.U. • E. Robert Zenk.e • James B. Shmmon , Jr. • Thomas P McKenna 
Ronatd Dukes , C.L.U. • G1t Bourgo1n • Jon Handwerk • Thomas Wray , II 
C&N Auto Serivce 
1279 Broad Street 
Hartfo rd, Conn 
246-0055 
Genera l Repa irs 
joseph Castro, Proprietor 
KEG BEER WINES 
LIQUORS 
Corner of Broad and Madison Streets 
TRINITY PACKAGE 
STORE 
219 New Britain Avenue 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Across From the Trinity Campus 
241 
242 
CORNER TAP CAFE 
Across From Trinity College Campus 
Your Hosts Rick and Gabe 
Happy Hour Daily 
11 :00 am-4:00 pm 
Delicious Pizzas 
and Hot Oven Grinders 
ABC PIZZA HOUSE 
Greek Salads 
Across from Campus 
287 New Britain Avenue 
Hartford, Ct. 
Phone 247-0234 
BEST WISHES 
TO THE CLASS OF 1 977 
SAGA FOOD SERVICE 
Compliments of 
New York 
Meat Products, Inc. 
Wholesale Meats 
Beef-Pork- Lamb-Veal 
48 Edward St. 
Hartfo rd, 522-8281 
~ 
UNIFORM PORTION 
MEATS 
AND 
GOLDCRISP 
All BEEF SHORTENING 
PHONE 527-9088 
TRINITY PIZZA HOUSE 
TRY OUR DELICIOUS PIZZAS 
JUMBO HOT OVEN GRINDERS 
SHELLS AND SPAGHETTI 
ROBERT GIUNGI 114 NEW BRITAIN AVE. 
10% DISCOUNT TO TRINITY STUDENTS WITH ID 
(PIZZAS ONLY) 
Goodwin, Loomis 
And Britton, Inc. 
Insurance 
Personal 
Industrial Commercial Institutional 
Life, Pensions, Bonding 
Group Employees' Benefit Plans 
41 Lewis Street 278-1 320 Hartford, Conn. 
CAMPUS DRUG 
1284 BROAD STREET 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
PaulS. Gionfriddo 
Registered Pharmacist 
Phone 247-2266 
Liquors-Prescriptions-Cards 
Check Cashing for Trinity Students 
243 
DN IS-JACOBS 
TRAVEL SERVICE 
242 TRUMBULL ST. HARTFORD, CONN. 
TELEPHONE 246-8501 
When your air conditioning, refrigeration or food 
service equipment breaks down, you need a com-
pany that cares as much as you do about FAST EF-
FICIENT SERVICE 
244 
DRICO 
CORPORATION 
Parts wholesalers and repair service 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 1977 
CONNEOICUT PUBLIC 
TELEVISION 
24 Summit Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 
DILLON MAILING 
BUREAU 
Complete Letter Shop Service 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Telephone 527-5121 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND 
BEST WISHES 
TO THE CLASS OF 1 977 
Follett Trinity College Bookstore 
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THE CLASS OF 1 977 
A Brian H. Abery, 693 Broadview Terrace, English. Laurie E. Blair, 432 Longhill Street, Hartford, Connecticut, 06106; Psychology. Springfield, Massachusetts, 01108; Psychology. Ka-
George D. Adrian, 14 Goodrich Road, Farm- ren S. Blakeslee, P.O. Box 125, Lincoln, New 
ington, Connecticut, 06032; Biology. Lisa J. Alberti, Hampshire, 03251; Economics. William E. Bond, 
115 Stockbridge Road, Lenox, Massachusetts, 1814 Hunter Avenue, Mobile, Alabama, 36606; 
01240; Psychology. Leonard M. Alpert, 100A Sta- Computer Major Coordinated with Biology; Biolo-
tion Road, Great Neck, New York, 11023; Political gy. Ernest R. Bourassa, 1832 Northampton Street, 
Science. William C. Amory, 46 Beaverbrook Lane, Holyoke, Massachusetts, 01040; Economics. Philip 
Duxbury, Massachusetts, 02332; Economics. Gail P. K. Bradford, 50 Selborne Drive, Centerville, Dela-
Andrews, Greenville Road, Woonsocket, Rhode ware, 19807; History. James T. Bradt, 10 Ivy Court, 
Island, 02895; Biochemistry. Timothy B. Angle, 69 Easton, Pennsylvania, 18042; Environmental Stud-
Curtiss Street, Hartford, Connecticut, 06106; ies. Peter G. Braman, 5 Tanglewood Lane, West-
Theatre Arts. Richard J. Annulli, 82 Griswold port, Connecticut, 06880; Economics. Leslie Bray-
Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06119; Bioche- ton, 25 Davis Hill Road, Weston, Connecticut, 
mistry. Jane F. Annunziata; 6 Vineyard Road, Bran- 06880; English and Economics. Mary Ellen Breault, 
ford, Connecticut, 06405; Psychology. James H. Box 54, Woodland Drive, Willimantic, Con-
Arnold, 33 White Birch Lane, Cos Cob, Con- necticut, 06226; Mathematics and Economics. Jud-
necticut, 06807; Economics. Louis J. Aronne, 2955 ith C. Brillman, 109 Wetherill Road, Cheltenham, 
Quentin Road, Brooklyn, New York, 11229; Pennsylvania, 19102; Religion. Anne E. Broadus, 
Biochemistry. Richard L. Ashley, Jr., 15 West 169 East 69th Street, New York, New York, 10021; 
Northern Parkway, Baltimore, Maryland, 21210; French. Robert K. Brogadir, 75 Platt Street, An-
Religion. Juliana Attwood, P.O. Box 311, Fordyce, sonia, Connecticut, 06401; Biology. Nanette 
Arizona, 71742; Biology. Brown, 938 East Aliens Lane, Philadelphia, Penn-
B Paul A. Backofen, 41 Union Place, Man- sylvania, 19150; Computer Major Coordinated chester, Connecticut, 06040; History. Nancy i' with Psychology. John M. Brucato, 16 Rosenfeld 
J. Barber, 19 Lorraine Road, Wethersfield, Avenue, Milford, Massachusetts; 01757; Psy-
Connecticut, 06109; English. Thomas J. Barker, 26 chology. Susan B. Budnick, 10 Magnolia Circle, 
Bonneta Circle, Chicopee, Massachusetts, 01020; Longmeadow, Massachusetts, 01106; Sociology 
Economics. Virginia H. Bartot, Falls Mountain Rd., and Spanish. Robert C. Buffum, Jr., Box 474 Route 
Falls Villiage, Connecticut, 06031; Psychology and 1, Englewood, Florida 33533; Economics. Richard 
Sociology. Charles L. Bathke, 661 Fairmount Ave., M. Burdge, 328 Grays Lane, Haverford, Pennsylva-
Saint Paul, Minnesota, 55105; History. Steven G. nia, 19141; Economics. Gregory M. Burns, 212 
Batson, 3202 Delwynn Drive, Wilmington, Dela- Turner Street, Auburn, Maine, 04210; Biology. 
ware, 19803; History. Carol J. Bawden, 1290 Lake- c Paul D. Cameron, 58 South Manning Boule-
side, Birmingham, Mississippi, 48009. Sophie B. vard, Albany, New York, 12203; History. 
Bell, 1226 Rock Creek Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylva- Cynthia L. Carlson, 40 Edgewood Road, 
nia, 19035; Political Science. Mara L. Bentman, 383 Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, 01545; Psychology. Ed-
Biossom Hill Drive, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 17601; ward L. Carpenter, 2632 Wellington Road, Cleve-
lntercultural Studies. Hillary R. Bercovici, 161 East land Heights, Ohio, 44118; Economics. Michael C. 
79th Street, New York, New York, 10021; Philoso- Carter, 37 Dandy Drive, Cos Cob, Connecticut, 
phy. Joan I. Berger, 71 Browning Road, Short Hills, 06807; Studio Arts. Barbara W. Castle, Box 389, 
New jersey 07078; Economics. Peter J. Bergold, 28 Montalk Avenue, Stonington, Connecticut, 06378; 
Hiawatha Boulevard, Oakland, New jersey, 07436; Psychology. Robert D. Cedarbaum, 142 Cummings 
Biology. Stephen R. Bernstein, 425 Chapel, Elkins Drive, Orange, Connecticut, 06477; Political Sci-
Park, Pennsylvania, 19117; History. Donald S. Ber- ence. Cheryl L. Champy, 98 Bryan Drive, Manches-
ry, Mashentuck Road, Danielson, Connecticut, ter, Connecticut, 06040; Biology. James S. Chapin, 
06239; Political Science. Marion J. Bevans, Post Route 193, P.O. Box 351, Thompson, Connecticut, 
House Road, Morristown, New jersey, 07960; Psy- 06277; History. Michael C. Cheney, 51 Potters 
chology. Daniel J. Bial, 49 Bellevue Avenue, Sum- Lane, Fairfield, Connecticut, 06430; Biochemistry. 
mit, New jersey, 07901; English. Geoffrey P. Bing- John G. Childers, 9 Edgewood Road, Edison, New 
ham, 21 Woodlawn Avenue, Northampton, Mas- jersey, 08817; History. Allen L. Church, 63 Cove 
sachusetts, 01060; Psychology. Jennifer B. Binzen, Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut, 06855; Music. An-
418 Dorset Road, Devon, Pennsylvania, 19333; thony W. Ciccaglioni, 3085 Reservoir Avenue, 
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Trumbell, Connecticut, 06611; Economics. Can-
dace A. Clark, 15 Burnham- Road, Avon, Con-
necticut, 06001; Economics. William K. Clark, 843 
Parkes Run Lane, Villanova, Pennsylvania, 19085; 
History. Jeanne A. Closson, Box 313 Millers Falls 
Road, Northfield, Massachusetts, 01360; Psy-
chology and Biology. Steven Condon, 444 Lowell 
Avenue, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, 60137; Physics. Martha 
S. Cooley, Box 386, Peapack, New jersey, 07977; 
English and Philosophy. Barbara J. Cooperman, 
Bean Hill Road, Stockbridge, Massachusetts, 
01262; Economics. David N. Coratti, 617 Mistletoe 
Avenue, Point Pleasant, New Jersey, 08742; Politi-
cal Science and Economics. Stephen E. Corso, 56 
Talcott Notch Road, Avon, Connecticut, 06001; 
Psychology. Paul M. Creamer, 12 Crescent Road, 
Lexington, Massachusetts, 02173; Mathematics. 
William S. Cunningham, 200 Guernseytown Road, 
Watertown, Connecticut, 06795; Classics. S~:~san B. 
Curtis, 8 Harber View, Marblehead, Massachusetts, 
01945; Comparative Literature. 
D Omar H. Dahbour, 4511 Sangamore Road, Washington, D.C., 20016; History and Phi-
losophy. Donald J. Daigneau, 48 Pine 
Street, Franklin, New Hampshire, 03235; Econom-
ics. Clement R: Darling Ill, 18 Emerson Place, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 02114; Psychology. Steven 
A. Dash, 1861 Lippincott Road, Huntingdon Val-
ley, Pennsylvania, 19006; Mathematics. James R. 
Davenport, 100 Fuller Road, Weymouth, Mas-
sachusetts, 02191; Biology. Paul Deford, 200 Cen-
tral Park South, New York, New York, 10019; Eco-
nomics. Mary C. Desmond, 20 Bunker Lane, West 
Newton, Massachusetts, 02165; Biology. Angelee 
Diana, 141 Pitkin Street, Manchester, Connecticut, 
06040; Biochemistry. E. Michael Diefenback, 235 
Boston Post Road, Rye, New York, 10580; Econom-
ics. Paul J. DiMauro, 2 Woodside Circle, Middle-
town, Connecticut, 06457; Biology. Meredith H. 
Dixon, 105 Ocean Avenue, Lawrence, New York, 
11559; American Studies. William A. Doak, 4 Ar-
nold Drive, East Hartford, Connecticut, 06108; 
English. Digna M. Docal, Apartado Postal 25 Bis, 
Mexico, D.F. Mexico; Biology. Brian J. Donnell, 60 
Briarcliff Road, Hamden, Connecticut, 06518; Eco-
nomics and Political Science. John M. Donnelly, 
19 Hope Street, Ridgewood, New jersey, 07450, 
Economics and Political Science. Elizabeth L. Doo-
little, 84 April Drive, Glastonbury, Connecticut, 
06033; Chemistry. Richard M. Dubiel, 45 Welling-
ton Heights Road, Avon, Connecticut; 06001; Psy-
chology and English. Peter W. Duke, 5550 South 
Steele Street, Littleton, Colorado, 80121; Art His-
tory. Suzanne R. Durfee, 43 Wilton Road, Pleas-
antville, New York, 10570; History. Curtis T. 
Dwyer, 280 Breezy Way, Lawrence, New York, 
11559; Psychology. 
E Catherine A. Eckert, c/o Dr. Anne Don-nelly, 48 Avonwood Road, Apartment 312, 
Avon, Connecticut, 06001; English. Richard 
S. Elliott, 169 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford, 
Connecticut, 06119; Political Science and Econom-
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ics. F. Henry Ellis Ill, 75 Wilson Lane, Needham, 
Massachusetts, 02192; Art History. Robert A. Ellis, 
43 Sterling Avenue, Saugus, Massachusetts, 01906; 
Political Science. Sally A. Engelhard, " Cragwood" , 
Far Hills, New Jersey, 07931; French. Jill S. Epstein, 
190 Knollwood Drive, New Haven, Connecticut, 
06515; Psychology. Alexandra Erickson, Academy 
Lane, Old Lyme, Connecticut, 06371 ; Psychology. 
Joyce E. Erickson, His tory. Charles H. Ericson, 15 
Old Pepperidge, Wethersfield, Connecticut, 06109; 
Psychology. Tucker A. Ewing, 1421 Fallsmead Way, 
Rockville, Maryland, 20854; Theatre Arts. 
F josephine C. Failla, 25 Clearview Avenue, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06119; Spanish 
and Psychology. Gian F. Fantacci, Via Delle 
Campora 7, 50124 Florence, Italy; Modern Lan -
guages. Jeffrey N. Farber, 8 Benmore Terrace, 
Boyonne, New Jersey, 07002; Biology and Psy-
chology. Douglas J. Fauser, Valley Road, Thorn-
wood, New York, 10594; Biology. Richard I. Fein-
berg, 24 School Street, Hartford, Connecticut, 
06106; Philosophy. Peter S. Feinman, 143 Birch-
wood Park Drive, Jericho, New York, 11753; Phi-
losophy. Margaret L. Felton, Box 26, Route 1, 
Cockeysville, Maryland, 21030; Religion. William L. 
Ferguson, 831 Amies Lane, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylva-
nia, 19010; Political Science. Lloyd L. Fidao, Long-
view Avenue, Riverside, Connecticut, 06878; Eco-
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nomics. Daniel J. Filer, 586 Park Avenue, Windsor, 
Connect icut, 06095; Art History. Deborah A. Flow-
er, 7-D Church Lane, Valley Cottage, New York, 
10989; English. Stephen A. Forsling, 4705 Kingston , 
Denver, Colorado, 80239; English . Lewis E. Foun-
tain, 8 Compton Place, Scotia, New York, 12302; 
Biology. Eric A. Fowler Jr., High Larches, Newtown 
Square, Pennsylvania, 19073; Economics. Leslie B. 
Freedman, 67 Eckington Street, Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts, 01108. Mary Freeman, Fernald Point 
Road, Southwest Harbor, Maine, 04679; French. 
Andrew H. Friedman, 8 Wyndover Lane, Stamford, 
Connecticut, 06902; Mathematics and Economics. 
Robert j. Friedman, 380 Webster Drive, New Mil-
ford , New Jersey, 07646; Economics. Quentin <;:. 
Furr, P.O. Box 143, Bat Cave, North Carolinq, 
28710; American Studies. 
G William F. Gadsden, 30 Lake Road, Short Hills, New Jersey, 07078; Philosophy and 
Psychology.Earl ChippGardner, 2601 Speak-
man Place, Wilmington, Delaware, 19802; Theatre 
Arts. Stephen H. Garner Ill, 58 Bayberry Hill Road, 
Attleboro, Massachusetts, 02703; History. Howard 
J. Garrel, 146 Mark Twain Dr., Hartford, Con-
necticut, 06112; English . Nina George, 5610 Cedar 
Parkway, Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20015. Mark C. 
Gerchman, 83 Burnham Road, Avon , Connecticut, 
06001 ; Physics. Mark C. Gersz, 566 Strong Street, 
East Haven, Connecticut, 06512; Psychology. Tim-
othy M. Ghriskey, 26 Grahampton Lane, Green-
wich, Connecticut, 06830; Philosophy. John T. 
Gianis, 270 Ashland Road, Summit, New jersey 
07901 ; Biology. Edith L. Gibbons, Valley Road, 
Locust Valley, New York, 11560; Psychology. Regi-
nald A. Gibson, 2435 Chicago Boulevard, Detroit, 
Michigan, 48206; History. James A. Gillespie, 404 
Walnut Street, Yeadon, Pennsylvania, 19050; Inter-
cultural Studies. John C. Gillespie, 1844 Clubhouse 
Road, Browns Mills, New Jersey, 08015; English. 
Raquel A. Gimenez, Route 96, Clifton Springs, 
New York, 14432; Biology. Lawrence R. Glassman, 
55 Essex Court, Port Washington, New York 11050; 
Chemistry. Sharon R. Gogan, 37 Skyview Lane, 
Waterbury, Connecticut, 06708; English . Bruce W. 
Goldberg, 101 Westwood Circle, Roslyn Heights, 
New York, 11577; Biology. Lawrence J. Golden, 5 
Collamore Terrace, West Orange, New jersey, 
07052; Economics and Sociology. Kenneth N. 
Goldenberg, 1105 Wrack Road, Meadowbrook, 
Pennsylvania, 19045; Intercultural Studies. Sarah J. 
Gordon, Long Hill Road, New Vernon, New jer-
sey, 07976; Psychology. J. Jeffrey Gott, 179 Trinity 
Avenue, Glastonbury, Connecticut, 06033; Eco-
nomics. John R. Gowell; 87 Dockray Road, 
Wakefield, Rhode Island, 02879; History. Donald F. 
Grabowski, 1376 West Street, Southington, Con-
necticut, 06489; Economics. Patricia A. Grandjean, 
100 Deer Run Road, Woodbridge, Connecticut, 
06525; Psychology. Harold C. Granger, Mead Point 
Drive, Greenwich, Connecticut, 06830; Philoso-
phy. Laurie J. Grauel, 240 Purdy Hill Road, Mon-
roe, Connecticut, 06468; Biochemistry. James W. 
Graves, 101 Oxford Place, Wilmington, Delaware, 
19803; English and Political Science. Robert S. 
Greenawalt, 510 Cresheim Valley Road, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, 19118; Economics. Margaret 
R. Greenough, 34 Prince Street, Beverly, Mas-
sachusetts, 01915; English . David I. Greenspan, 218 
Fairview Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania, 19072; 
Chemistry. Andrew C. Griesinger, 841 Weymouth 
Road, Medina, Ohio; 44256; Music. John I. Grig-
lun, 223 Lydale Place, Meriden, Connecticut, 
06450; Pol itical Science. Kenneth D. Grillo, 1203 
Farmington Avenue, West Hartford, Connecticut 
06107; Engineering. Ramsay M. Gross, 102 Dunkirk 
Road, Baltimore, Maryland, 21212; English. John J. 
Grous, 100 Burr Street, East Haven, Connecticut, 
06512; Biology. Francis A. Grubelich, 411 West-
wood Hill , Wethersfield , Connecticut, 06109; 
Biochemistry. 
H Gregory N. Hagan, 4011 Glenridge Street, Kensington, Maryland, 20795; History. Mar-
go L. Halle, Merry Hill, Stevenson, Mary-
land, 21153; Psychology. Christopher K. Hanna; 
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2588 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut, Wendy M. Johnston, 209 Fernbrook Avenue, Wyn-
06903; Theatre Arts and English. Christopher G. cote, Pennsylvania, 19095; Psychology. Frank V. 
Harris, 102 Sudbury Road, Concord, Massachu- Judson, 9 Indian Hill Road, Winnetka, Illinois, 
setts, 01742; Psychology. Alexander N. Harvey, 60093; History. Alan J. Juliano, 4 Pawnee Drive, 
Cedarbrook Terrace, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540; Commack, New York, 11725; History. 
Psychology. Catherine W. Haven, 253 Guy Park K Robin A. Kahn, 13 Bershire Drive, Danbury, 
Avenue, Amsterdam, New York, 12010; Philoso- Connecticut, 06810; History. Martin E. Ka-
phy. Barbara E. Hayden, 40 Woodbrook Lane, noff, 136 Parkview Road, Cheltenham, 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, 19081; History. Nancy Pennsylvania, 19012; Religion . Cheryl M. Kassow, 
S. Hayim, 7 Hemlock Drive, Great Neck, New 371 Ellsworth Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut, 
York, 11024; English and Psychology. Maureen C. 06511; American Studies. Nicholas C. Katz, 27 
Healy, 80 Shore Lane, Bay Shore, New York, 11706; Warner Road, Hubbard, Ohio, 44425; Biology. An-
Economics. Patrick M. Heffernan, 107 Myrtle drew W. Kaufman, 9 Kingston Road, Scarsdale, 
Street, Rockland, Massachusetts, 02370; History. New York, 10583; History. Deborah H. Kaye, 4273 
Alyson B. Henning, Mayfair Lane, Greenwich, Point La Vista Road South, jacksonville, Florida, 
Connecticut, 06830; Urban Studies. Mark Henrick- 32207; Economics and American Studies. Steven 
son, 1226 Evergreen Road, Wilmington, Deleware, M. Kayman, 205 Yoakum Parkway, Alexandria, Vir-
19803; Religion and Psychology. Blair A. Heppe, ginia, 22304; English. Olabode 0. Kayode, Saint 
607 Woodleave Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, Patrick's Anglican Vicarage, Box 59, Owo-ondo, 
19010; History. Thomas P. Heslin, Jr., 235 Keyon Nigeria, West Africa; Biology and Psychology. 
Street, Hartford, Connecticut, 06105; Classics. John P. Kendall, School Street, Arlington, Ver-
Stacie P. Hewit, Buck Hill Lane, Round Ridge, mont, 05250; Economics. Susan H. Kepnes, 25 
New York, 10576; Psychology. Robert F. Hil- Preston Beach Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts, 
gendorff, 217 Webb Road, Fairfield, Connecticut, 01945; English. Be~trice L. Kernan, 830 Park Ave-
06432; History. Frank A. Holmes, Box 30, Fall River, · nue, New York, New York, 10021; American Stud-
Massachusetts, 02722; Economics. Jeanne L. Hom, ies and Art History. Gary R. Kevorkian, 1069 
271 Crown Street, New Haven, Connecticut, Boulevard, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06119; So-
06510, Sociology. William D. Horn, 17 Magnolia ciology. Timothy R. Kirschner, 2302 Sheridan 
Lane, Toms River, New jersey, 08753; Political Drive, Norfolk, Nebraska, 68701; Philosophy. John 
Science. Frederick E. Hornung, 111 East Chestnut, H. Kitchen, Ill, 1422 Clover Street, Rochester, New 
Chicago, Illinois, 60611; Religion and Urban Stud- York, 14610; English. Joseph H. Kluger, 34-06 Hill-
ies. Lisa A. Hughes, 437 Shrewsbury Street, Hold- side Terrace, Fair Lawn, New Jersey, 07410, Music. 
en, Massachusetts; 01520; French. Peter G. Hum- Douglas Kochanowsky, 111 Marlin Road, New 
phrey, 27 East Court Street, Warsaw, New York; Britain, Connecticut, 06053; English . Corliss A. 
14569; Psychology. Konwiser, Godfreys Ledge, Little Boars Head, New 
I Daniel L. ladonisi, 122 Park Street, West Hampshire, 03842; Midieval Studies. Marian Kuhn, Haven, Connecticut, 06516; Political Sci- Sugar Hill Road, Falls Village, Connecticut, 06031 ; 
ence. Paul W. Ingle, Jr., 62 Knollwood American Studies. Mark R. Kupferberg, 98 Malba 
Road, Farmington, Connecticut, 06032; Philoso- Drive, Malba, New York, 11357; Economics. 
phy. Yutaka-Matsuura-lshizaka, 618 Lake Drive, L Roger R. Lacharite, 30 First Street, Plainfield, 
Towson, Maryland, 21204; Political Science and Connecticut; Economics. Elizabeth A. tan-
Economics. craft, Main Street, RFD, Ivoryton, Con-
J Walter W. Jabs Jr., 112 Oxbow Road, Way- necticut, 06442; Intercultural Studies. Bennet Lap-land, Massachusetts, 01778; Economics. Ja- idus, 5-03 Karl Street, Fair Lawn, New jersey, 
son J. Jacobson. 30 Greenhaven Road, Rye, 07410; Political Science. J. Carey Laporte, Jr., 21 
New York, 10580; American Studies. David P. Jan- Bishop Street, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06119. 
carski, 104 Maple Avenue, Oakville, Connecticut, Biochemistry and Computer Major Coordinated 
06779, Mathematics. George W. Jensen II, 50 Cat- with Biochemistry. Jan L. Larsson, 221 Larch Ave-
lin Avenue, Rumford, Rhode Island, 02916; Eco- nue, Teaneck, New jersey, 07666; Computer Major 
nomics. Christopher A. Jepson, 310 Hillard Ave- Coordinated with Biology. Honor Lassalle, 1107 
nue, Warwick, Rhode Island, 02886; Psychology. Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, 10028; French. 
Gabrielle W. Jervey, 818 Bellemore Road, Balti- Dodd R. Latimer, 381 Valley Forge Road, Devon, 
more, Maryland, 21210; History. Arthur J. Johnson, Pennsylvania, 19333; Theatre and Economics. 
1 Orkney Court Belvedere, Baltimore, Maryland, Diana L. Lee, Far Hills, New jersey, 07031 ; English. 
21212; English. Rae W. Johnston, 636 Prospect Claudia Leslie, Brockway Lane, Fayetteville, New 
Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut, 06105; English. York, 13066; Psychology. Edward M. Leverone, 4 
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Spring Street, Norfolk, Massachusetts, 02056, Polit-· Wes ield, New jersey, 07090; History. Ellen S. 
ical Science. Anne M. Levine, 249-23 Beech Knoll Marshal, 694 Salem Street, Teaneck, New Jersey, 
Avenue, Little Neck, New York, 11362; Chemistry. 07666; Religion. Paul M. Martha, 111 Percival 
Ross A. Lewin, 932 Rollingwood Road, Highland Road, Cheshire, Connecticut, 06410; Biology. An-
Park, Illinois, 60035; American Studies. Belinda L. drea Massey, 13 Highland Road, Westport Con-
Lewis, RR #1 , Sunset Drive, Clinton, Illinois, necticut, 06880; Art History. Anthony J. Mazza-
61727; Psychology and Spanish. Thomas B. Lines, rella, 115 Johanna Circle, Southington, Con-
918 Worthy Street, Windsor, Connecticut, 06095; necticut, 06489; Psychology. Brian P. Mcfadzen, 15 
Economics. Stuart S. Lovejoy, Meadowcroft Lane, White Street, Valley Stream, New York, 11580; 
Greenwich, Connecticut, 06830; Psychology. Rich- Economics. Douglas M. McGarrah, 17 Elm Street, 
ard G. Lupton, 45 Minnisink Road, Short Hills, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01002; Political Science. 
New Jersey, 07078; Biology. Eric S. Luskin, 61 James M. McGrath, Jr., 1862 Westervelt Avenue, 
Arnold Road, Wellesley Hills Massachusetts, Baldwin, New York, 11510; Economics. Andrew J. 
02181 ; English and Political Science. McGurgan, 940 High Road, Kensington, Con-
M Gwynne MacColl, 2620 S.W . Georgian necticut, 06037; Classics. Valerie M. Mckee, 18 Place, Portland, Oregon, 97201 ; Urban Stud- Uncas Road, Old Saybrook, Connecticut, 06475; 
ies. Michael Mackey, 2 Stone Road, Bing- lnterculteral Studies. John A. McKenna Jr., 415 
hamton, New York, 13903; Economics. Michael M. Mine Hill Road, Fairfield, Connecticut, 06430; His-
Madore, 350 Blue Hills Avenue, Hartford, Con- tory and Psychology. Richard W. Meier, 152 Haw-
necticut 06112; English and Art History. Megan E. thorne Street, Manchester, Connecticut, 06040; 
Maguire, 36 Liberty Street, Madison, Connecticut, Chemistry. Jeffrey S. Meltzer, 1402 Westwood 
06443; Intercultural Studies. J. David Mahder, 424 Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19151 ; Econom-
Wolcott Hill Road, Wethersfield , Connecticut, ics. H. Conrad Meyer Ill, 9500 Stenton Avenue, 
06109; Economics. Meredith G. Mainhardt, Lloyd Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19118; Economics and 
Lane, Huntington, New York, 11743; History. Linda Political Science. Robert C. Meyer, 18 Lantern Hill 
Mallon, 901 Azalea Street, Boca Raton, Florida, Road, Easton, Connecticut, 06425; Economics. 
33432; American Studies. Jeffrey L. Mandler, 7175 Donald S. Miller, 2 Glenwood Lane, Roslyn 
S.W. 118 Street, Miami, Florida, 33156; History. Heights, New York, 11577; Biology. Julianne M. 
Karen L. Mapp, 39 Coachman Drive, Branford, Miller, 68 Hildurcrest Drive, Simsbury, Con-
Connecticut, 06405; David N. Marks, Livingston necticut, 06070; Biology. Lisa C. Mindnich, 12 
Road, Middletown, Connecticut, 06457; Chern- Wydham Road, Short Hills, New jersey, 07078; 
istry. Tucker I. Marr, 145 West Dudley Avenue, Psychology. Michael G. Moffitt, RD #2, Mechan-
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icsburg, Pennsylvania, 17055; History. Cynthia S. 
Mohr, 217 Gulf Creek Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania, 
19087; American Studies. Mark S. Moore, Star 
Route, Saint Clair, Missouri, 63077; Biology. Scott 
A. Morris, 24 Fox Ridge Road, Stamford, Con-
necticut, 06903; Political Science. Bennett B. Mor-
tell, 508 Stratfield Road, Fairfield, Connecticut, 
06604; History. Deborah E. Moser, 2201 Cross 
Country Boulevard, Baltimore, Maryland, 21209; 
English. James M. Moskow, 158 Walnut Hill Road, 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, 02167; Political Sci-
ence. David J. Murphy, 137 Greenwood Lane, 
Waltham, Massachusetts, 02154; Political Science. 
Gregory S. Murphy, 122 South Scoville, Oak Park, 
Illinois, 60302; Theatre Arts. 
N Steven L. Naito, 11025 S.W. Tryor Avenue, Portland, Oregon, 97219; Economics. Mary 
Ann Nelson, 25 Keney Terrace, Hartford, 
Connecticut, 06112; Environmental Studies. Kay L. 
Newberger, 29 East 64th Street, New York, New 
York, 10021; Psychology. John E. Niekrash, 19 juni-
per Lane, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06117; Eco-
nomics. Nancy S. Nies, 1871 Mohican Trail, Mait-
land, Florida, 32751; English and Religion. Martin 
T. Nweeia, 91 Hartwell Road, West Hartford, Con-
necticut, 06117; Biology and English. 
0 Deirdre O'Brien, 336 Abbey Court, Ridge-wood, New jersey, 07450; Economics. Mer-
rill M. O'Brien. 17 Wierimus Lane, Hillsdale, 
New jersey, 07642; Classics. Clement R. Ogilby, 
306 Washington Street, Belmont, Massachusetts, 
02178; Art History. Robert D. O'Leary, Jr., 45 
Spruce Street, Milton, Massachusetts, 02186; Eco-
nomics. Sean E. O'Malley, Upper River Road, 
South Hadley, Massachusetts, 01075; Psychology. 
Michael D. O'Neil, 59 Downing Avenue, Haver-
hill, Massachusetts, 01830; History and Political 
Science. Thomas H. Osgood, 7205 Meadow Lane, 
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Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20015; .Studio Arts. Phil-
ip H. Osman, 76 Glen Cone Drive, Glen Head, 
New York, 11545; American Studies. Michael A. 
Osur, 199 Palmerston Road, Rochester, New York, 
14618; Religion and Philosophy. 
P Andrew M. Paalborg, 211 East Church Road, Elkins Park, Pennsylvania, 19117; American 
Studies. Paul Pantano Jr., 760 Gallopinghill 
Road, Fairfield, Connecticut, 06430; Economics. 
Laurence M. Papel, 19 N. Saddle Brook Drive, Ho-
Ho-Kus, New jersey, 07423; History and English. 
Jane L. Papps, Lothian Spring Farm, Topsfield, 
Massachusetts, 01983; History. James E. Parker, 91 
Arnold Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, 
02181 ; Economics. Clark W. Patteson, 96 Lenox 
Street, Wast Newton, Massachusetts, 02165; Eco-
nomics. Marc A. Pearlin, 51 Curry Road, Hamden, 
Connecticut, 06517; Economics and Spanish. Ran-
dall G. Pearson, 1504 Bluepoint Avenue, Naples, 
Florida, 33940; Psychology. Louise F. Pelletier, 1165 
Boulevard, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06119; 
French . Susan E. Penn, 6801 Westbrook Road, 
Baltimore, Maryland, 21215; History. William R. 
Peterson, Ames Hollow Road, Portland, Con-
necticut, 06480; Economics. Mario D. Petrella, 116 
Partridge Drive, Rocky Hill, Connecticut, 06067; 
Religion . Katherine R. Philson, 914 Wynnewood 
Road, Pelham Manor, New York, 10803; Modern 
Languages. Peter K. Phinney, 10 Happy Hollow 
Road, Wayland, Massachusetts, 01778; Theatre 
Arts. Winthrop D. Piper, 295 Washington Moun-
tain Road, Becket, Massachusetts, 01223; English 
and Psychology. James E. Plagenhoef, 43 Black-
berry Lane, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01002; Biolo-
gy. Alan H. Plough, Box 716, Wrightstown, Penn-
sylvania, 18940; Engineering. Carol M. Plough, Box 
716, Wrightstown, Pennsylvania, 18940; French . 
Robert M. Pollak, 52 Sherbrooke Road, Newton, 
Massachusetts, 02158; Psychology. Charles A. 
Poole, Box 442 RFD 1, Ocean House Road, Cape 
Elizabeth, Maine, 04107; Psychology. Richard M. 
Porton, 3 Flint Street, Chelmsford, Massachusetts, 
01824; English. Clifford L. Posman, 37 Preston 
Road, Delmar, New York, 12054; Psychology. John 
C. Post, 138 Pitkin Street, Manchester, Con-
necticut, 06040; Political Science. Cynthia Sue Pre-
vey, 3718 Pleasant Street, Cincinnati , Ohio, 45227; 
English . 
Q Matthew R. Quigley, 1834 Stuart Lane, In-verness, Illinois, 60067; Biochemistry. 
R Paul M. Reinhardt, 712 Lake Street, San Francisco, California, 94118; History. Henry 
C. Riely, 3 Roslyn Road, Richmond, Virginia, 
23226; English. P. Issac Riley, 5743 South Maryland 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois; 60637. Philip D. Riley, 
P.O . Box 824, Kilmarnock, Virginia, 22482; English 
and Theatre Arts. Thomas A. Rockenfield, 660 
Echo Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45215; Music. Theo-
dore C. Roman, 424 janet Lane, Orange, Con-
necticut, 06477; Mathamatics. Barry A. Rosen, 313 
East Provencial Apartments, Cherry Hill , New jer-
sey, 08034; Philosophy. David A. Rosen, 7464 Mil -
lbrook Road, Norfolk, Virginia, 23505; Psychology 
and Biochemistry. Joy B. Rosen, 24 Griggs Road, 
Brookline, Massachusetts, 02146; English and Psy-
chology. Mark Rosolowsky, 168 West 32nd Street, 
Bayoone, New Jersey, 07002; Biology. Robert J. 
Rovezzi, 211 Pineridge Road, Torrington, Con-
necticut, 06790; English and Theatre Arts. Luz E. 
Ruiz, Humacao, Puerto Rico, 00661 ; Psychology. 
5 Gregory J. Sacca, 25 Lakeview Road, Win-chester, Massachusetts, 01890; Philosophy. 
Franklin E. Sacks, 48 Valley Hill Drive, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, 01602; Religion. Paula L. 
Sahakian, 49 Eisenhower Circle, Wellesley, Mas-
sachusetts, 02181 ; Psychology. Mitchel D. San-
born, 367 Park Avenue, Chardon, Ohio, 44024; 
Economics and Engineering. Virginia L. Sanchez, 
781 Warburton Avenue, Yonkers, New York, 
10701 ; Political Science. R. Jeffrey Sands, 88 Am-
sterdam Avenue, Holland, Pennsylvania, 18966, 
History. Jack J. Santos, 34 South Whitney Street, 
Hartford, Connecticut, 06106; Philosophy. David J. 
Scharff, 3623 Windward Way, Louisville, Kentucky, 
40220; Psychology. Roger I. Schreck, 926 Eastlawn 
Drive, Highland Heights, Ohio, 44143; Physics. 
Conrad 0. Seifert, Flat Rock Hill Road, Old Lyme, 
Connecticut, 06371 ; English. John M. Shannon, 
1068 30th Street, N.W ., Washington, D.C., 20007; 
History. Richard J. Sharpe, 36 Soundview Avenue, 
Shelton, Connecticut, 06484. John J. Shaskus, 149 
Berlin Road, Cromwell , Connecticut, 06416; 
Chemistry. Francis M. Shea, 11 Paul Revere Road, 
Worcester, Massachusetts, 01609; Intercultural 
Studies and Spanish. Samuel R. Shepherd, West-
ern Reserve Academy, Hudson, Ohio, 44236; His-
tory. J. Craig Shields Ill, 1718 Cloverly Lane, Rydal, 
Pennsylvania, 19046; Physics and Philosophy. Wil-
liam N. Shoff, 345 Poplar Avenue, Indiana, Penn-
sylvania, 15701 ; Psychology. Monica Sidor, 1554 
Asylum Avenue, West Hartford, Connecticut, 
06117; Biology. Jeffrey S. Siegal, 41 Maple Street, 
Marblehead, Massachusetts, 01945; Biology. Mi-
chael D. Siegal, 409 Upland Road, Pikesville, 
Maryland, 21208; Engineering. Steven P. Siegrist, 
45 South High Street, New Britain, Connecticut, 
06051 ; Economics. Gale P. Simon, 1304 Unruh 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19111 ; Math 
and Economics. Ralph D. Sinsheimer, 22 Murray 
Hill Road, Scarsdale, New York, 10583; History. 
Michael P. Sjogren, 28 George Hill Road, Grafton, 
Massachusetts, 01519; Engineering. JoAnn Slutsky, 
401 Greenwood Avenue, Wyncote, Pennsylvania, 
19095; Theatre Arts. Deborah Jean Smith, 8531 
West Howell Road, Bethesda, Maryland, 20034; 
Political Science. Harriet F. Smith, 7909 Saint Mar-
tins Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19118; 
Mathematics. Margaret K. Smith, 8010 Navajo 
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19118; Political 
Science. Sandra Smith, 6352 South Morgan Street, 
Chicago, Illinois, 60621 ; Psychology. Richard T. 
Sokolov Jr., 538 East Shore Road, Great Neck, New 
York, 07452; Biology. Charles E. Spicer, Jr., 451 
Rock Road, Glen Rock, New jersey, 07452; English 
and French . Kirk Allen Springstead, 633 Fairmount, 
Saint Paul, Minnesota; Psychology. Michael S. 
Stein, Botsford Hill Road, Roxbury, Connecticut, 
06783, Urban Studies. Mark S. Stern, 93 Foote 
Street, Hamden, Connecticut, 06517; Economics. 
Walter L. Stewart, 1971 B Mercury Drive, Kirtland 
AFB W . New Mexico; 87118; Biochemistry. Martha 
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F. Stingel 21 Golway Street, Manchester, Con-
necticut, 06040; Psychology. Peter A. Stisser, 23 
Owenoke Way, Riverside, Connecticut, 06878; 
Psychology. Alison G. Stoddard, Meyersville Road, 
Green Village, New Jersey, 07935; Psychology. 
Mary H. Stodolink, 616 Chickadee Lane, Stratford, 
Connecticut, 06497; Psychology. Mark D. Strick-
land, 12 Cornfield Road, Windsor, Connecticut, 
06095; Psychology. Philip W. Studwell, 49 Sutton 
Place, Pleasantville, New York, 10570; Religion and 
Intercultural Studies. Stephen 0. Stueck, South 
Cove Lane, Essex, Connecticut, 06426; Economics. 
Stephen M. Sunega, 8 North Drive, Niantic, Con-
necticut, 06357; Studio Arts. Robert W. Sweeney, 
4600 S.W . Northwood Avenue, Portland, Oregon, 
97201; Philosophy and Religion. Peter M. Switch-
enko, 289 Church Street, Willimantic, Con-
necticut, 06226; Engineering. 
T Andrew A. Tamoney, 47 Stoner Drive, West Hartford, Connecticut, 06107; Economics. 
Richard S. Tanasi, 63 Sand Hill Road, Mid-
dletown, Connecticut, 06547; Political Science. 
David L. Teichmann. MWHS-1 , 1st MAW, FPO, 
San Francisco, California, 96602; Political Science. 
Daniel C. Teller, 7099 Winding Way, Cincinnati , 
Ohio, 45236; History. Samuel W. M. Thayer, R.D. 
2, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 18017; American 
Studies. Johnathan S. Thompson, 14 Winthrop Av-
enue, Middletown, New York, 10940; American 
Studies. Roderick M. Thompson, 5337 South Uni-
versity, Chicago, Illinois, 60615; Economics. Step-
hen J. Thoren, 29 Amaryllis Drive, Windsor, Con-
necticut, 06095; English. David D. Tibbals, 566 
Ridge Road, Middletown, Connecticut, 06457; 
Economics. Carl G. Torrey Jr., 134 West Highland 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19118; Politi-
cal Science. C. Bowdoin Train, 3101 Woodland 
Drive, N.W. Washington , D.C., 20008; Environ-
mental Studies and Economics. Anthony J. Tri-
vella, 216 Highfield Drive, Torrington, Con-
necticut, 06790; History. Emily N. Twadell, RD 4, 
West Chester, Pennsylvania, 19380; Psychology. 
Elizabeth K. Tyson, 7 Buttonwood Lane, Darien, 
Connecticut, 06820; Psychology. 
u 
v 
Richard P. Uluski, 357 Seymour Avenue, 
Derby, Connecticut, 06418; Psychology. 
Eddie Valentin, 139 Husson Avenue, Bronx, 
New York, 10473; Modern Languages. Peter 
B. Van Syckle, Saw Mill Ridge Road, New-
town, Connecticut, 06470; Engineering. Yvette 
Vartanian, ARA Bros 184 Lalezar Nov, Tehran, Iran; 
Art History. Louis Vassallo, 40 Paladino Avenue, 
New York, New York, 10035; Intercultural Studies. 
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John N. Vecchio, 118 Pine Street, Garden City, 
New York, 11530; Biochemistry. Reinhard P. Vie-
hoff, 29 Hawley Avenue, Milford, Connecticut, 
06460; Chemistry. 
W Pamela A. Waleryszak, 951 Riverview Ter-race, Suffield, Connecticut, 06078; Math-
ematics and Economics. Richard C. Walton, 
10 West Hill Place, Boston, Massachusetts, 02114; 
Economics. Alexander R. Weedon, Saint Mark's 
School , Southboro, Massachusetts, 01772; Eco-
nomics. Richard D. Weiman, 67 Gregory Avenue, 
West Orange, New jersey, 07052; Philosophy. Amy 
S. Weinrib, 27 West 86th Street, New York, New 
York, 10024; Psychology and Studio Arts. Patricia J. 
Weinthal, 620 Gettysburg Street, Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania, 15206; Economics. Paul B. Wendler, 55 
West Wood Drive, West Springfield, Massachu-
setts, 01089; Biology. Mary Ann Wertheim, 15 
Beaver Brook Road, Weston , Connecticut, 06880; 
History. David G. Weselcouch, Cedar Street, Cen-
terbrook, Connecticut, 06409; Economics. Bruce A. 
Wessel, 61 Elmwood Road, New Haven, Con-
necticut, 06409; Economics. Steven C. Williams, 80 
LaSalle Street, New York, New York, 10027; Psy-
chology. Priscilla B. Williams, 810 High Street, 
Dedham, Massachusetts, 02026; History. Deborah 
L. Wilson, Onion Hill , Westport, Connecticut, 
06880; French and Chemistry. Edmund R. Wilson, 
496 Colonial Street, Watertown, Connecticut, 
06795; Music. Tracey M. Wilson, 43 Spring Glen 
Drive, Granby, Connecticut, 06035; Intercultural 
Studies. Kim E. Winnard, 16 Loring Road, Lexing-
ton , Massachusetts, 02173; Interdisciplinary Major: 
International Relations/European Studies. Jeanette 
M. Witter, 10 Waterside Place, New York, New 
York, 10010; Psychology. C. Steven Wolf, 300 Cen-
tral Park West, #14F, New York, New York, 10024; 
Biology. David L. Wolf, 90 Stanton Road, Brook-
line, Massachusetts, 02146; Psychology and Reli-
gion. Nancy L. Wolfson, 223 Ferndale Road, Scars-
dale, New York, 10583; Italian and Political Sci-
ence. Peter C. Wolk, 3 Dogwood Drive, West 
Orange, New jersey, 07052; American Studies. 
Melodye A. Wood, 155 Sheridan Street, North 
Easton, Massachusetts, 02356; Chemistry. Wheaton 
B. Wood, 2803 Battery Park, N.W., Washington, 
D.C., 20016, Music. James D. Wyatt, 11 josan 
Drive, Waterford, Connecticut, 06335; Biology and 
Philosophy. Michael K. Wyman, 25 Mountain 
Ledge Road, Avon, Connecticut, 06001 ; Econom-
ics. 
y 
z 
Charles K. Yaros, Main Street, Middle Had-
dam, Connecticut, 06456; Economics. 
Gary H. Zabel, 47 Acorn Road, Madison, 
Connecticut, 06443; Chemistry. Michael A. 
Zampaglione, 17 Tunbridge Road, East 
Gramby, Connecticut, 06026; Engineering. Claudia 
M. Zanger, 456 Ardsley Road, Scarsdale, New 
York, 10583; History. C. Robert Zelinger, 137 Eu-
clid Avenue, Waterbury, Connecticut, 06710; Polit-
ical Science. Arthur H. Ziev, 1 Wedgewood Drive, 
Easton, Pennsylvania, 18042; American Studies and 
Economics. John T. Ziewacz, 62 Kenyon Street, 
Hartford, Connecticut; 06105. Biology. Marla I. 
Zimmers, 20 Pequot Trail, Westport, Connecticut, 
06880; Economics. 
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ENDPIECE 
There are a number of people who have been helpful in getting 
the 1977 IVY out of the Seabury offices and off to the printer. 
Help ranged from marathon sessions after graduation to just a 
single visit to the office. All are to be thanked for their part in the 
IVY. 
Henry Riely in particular is to be recognized for his monumental 
contributions to the IVY over the past three years. Again with the 
1977 edition he came through as a photographer, expediter, and 
good example for the whole organization. 
David Teichmen and Rob Meyer singlehandedly guided the 
sports section to completion making them the first Sports Editors 
in recent memory. They did a great job of collecting articles and 
photographs from innumerable unwilling sources. They both 
contributed to the stack of candid photographs which grew 
through 1977. 
The calendar and senior section was headed by Nancy Hayim 
who was another veteran from previous IVY's. With her guidance 
other people could work efficiently, namely Lindy Lewis, Ramsay 
Gross, Anne Hester, and Sue Hertz. 
The photography staff was large and had individuals varied in 
their committment, but those to thank for their time are: Steve 
Roberts, Rick Sager, Andy Terhune, Scott Levanthal, Ed Falsey, Jim 
Gillespie, Gary Savadove, Lynn Gray, and Bob Becherer. 
This year's business manager, last year's Editor-in-Chief, was Jim 
Gregg. He directed an advertising campaign that increased our 
revenues substantially as well as providing support for me, as this 
year's Editor-in-Chief. Also on the business staff was Walter 
Selden and John Grous. 
The graphics which appear on the cover and the endsheets were 
done by Janet Seifert who finished them by the deadlines set. 
This was by the efforts of my intermediary, Martin Nweeia, who 
selected the artist and the artwork. 
I also thank President Lockwood and Richard Hornung for their 
cooperation in the point/counterpoint articles. The issue which 
they discuss is an abstract one facing liberal education and I 
hope this will serve as a valuable time capsule. 
Jim Findley, the publisher's representative was invaluable as a 
constant reminder of obligations to be met, but without the tone 
of the reprimand. Our spirited meetings with him will always be 
remembered . 
George Griswold, Jr. 
Editor-in-Chief 
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